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Contemporary messages from spirit.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/american-presidents-speak-grave/
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/
Messages have been received virtually continuously since James Padgett passed on in 1923. That means
we will soon have 100 years of spirit communication. The messages that are listed here, are those which
have come to our notice, and which the respective mediums have allowed us to publish on the newbirth.net website. While there is no copyright on the messages of James Padgett or Dr Samuels, as those
were placed in the public domain, all these contemporary messages are all subject to copyright. A
notice to this effect is in the html source code.
There have now been so many messages received from deceased American Presidents, that these have
been assembled on their own page. They make an interesting study in what happens to folks in positions
of power and influence, motivated perhaps by altruism, but still full of self importance and belief in their
being better than the common man.
Some of these messages from American Presidents and some other leaders follow. This is not a
complete representation but an introduction to the great array of communications that are progressively
being received and recorded.
http://new-birth.net/
The Contemporary Messages from Spirit
http://new-birth.net/
Year
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Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!
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American Presidents and Founding Fathers
speak from beyond the grave.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/american-presidents-speak-grave/
As a substantial number of messages have been received from American presidents as well as some
other Founding Fathers. This page lists all of those from whom we have received messages post death.
Normally we index in date order, but these have been grouped by president, from the first to the most
recent.

George
Washington
George
Washington
George
Washington
George
Washington
George
Washington
George
Washington

George Washington – #1
George Washington is a follower of the Master and has progressed to
the First Celestial Heaven, and is still interested in the individual souls
of men as well as their spiritual welfare.
George Washington, first President: Affirming that the ancient spirits
wrote, and many came from the Celestial Heavens and the lower spirit
heavens.
The Founder of His Country lends his support.
Divine Protection and War.
Salvation for America.
George Washington's Guilt.

August 1st,
1915
August 12th,
1915
December 20th,
2006
November
25th, 2007
December 3rd,
2007
July 23rd, 2008

Benjamin Franklin – Founding Father
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin

Divine Providence.
The Higher Vision and Purpose of America.
Idealism of the Founding Fathers.

April 18th,
2008
April 18th,
2008
April 19th,
2008

The Founding Fathers' Reality.

June 3rd, 2008

Power Shifts.

June 3rd, 2008

The System.

June 4th, 2008

The Founding Fathers as a Class.

June 14th, 2008

Judgment of the Founding Fathers.

July 24th, 2008

The Iroquois Confederacy.

September 1st,
2008
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Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin
Benjamin
Franklin

The Iroquois Confederacy – 2.
Imperfections of the Founding Fathers.
Compensation of the Founding Fathers.
On the Founding Fathers.
The Elitism of the Founding Fathers.
The Elitism of the Founding Fathers – 2
The Iroquois Confederacy – 3.

November 9th,
2008
November
22nd, 2008
October 29th,
2009
January 16th,
2010
January 23rd,
2010
April 13th,
2010
September 3rd,
2010

John Adams – #2
John Adams

Thomas
Jefferson
Thomas
Jefferson
Thomas
Jefferson
Thomas
Jefferson
Thomas
Jefferson
Thomas
Jefferson
Thomas
Jefferson

The Crisis for Freedom.

January 11th,
2008

Thomas Jefferson – #3
Thomas Jefferson, one time President of the United States: Mr. Padgett
December 9th,
doing a stupendous work and one which is of the greatest vital
1915
importance to mankind and to the destiny of mortals.
January 14th,
A Spiritual change in American politics.
2007
September
The Founding Father's Values.
23rd, 2007
January 1st,
A battle between Light and Darkness.
2008
A Battle between Light and Darkness – 2.
Jefferson and His Country.
Angelic Interest in the Mortal Life.

June 2nd, 2008
December 30th,
2008
October 8th,
2011

James Madison – #4
James
Madison
James
Madison
James
Madison
Andrew

A Higher Principle to Government.
The So-Called Madison Problem.
A Thought From a Founding Father.
Andrew Jackson – #7
A Changed Perspective.

July 25th, 2008
August 2nd,
2009
August 31st,
2009
January 11th,
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Jackson
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Abraham
Lincoln
Ulysses S
Grant
Grover
Cleveland
Grover
Cleveland
President
McKinley
Theodore
Roosevelt
Theodore
Roosevelt

2008
Abraham Lincoln – #16
Abraham Lincoln: Difference in his beliefs now and what his beliefs
were when on Earth.
Abraham Lincoln – How man can come into harmony with the laws
that govern him as the created man, without obtaining the Divine Love.

January 5th,
1916
March 13th,
1919.

Abraham Lincoln and War.

June 30, 2005

The True Spirit of Forgivenness.

December 31,
2005

Abraham Lincoln comments on his style in the Padgett Messages.

July 7th, 2007

Abraham Lincoln adds to his previous message.

July 7th, 2007

Deliverance Will Come.
The Start of the American Civil War.
Lincoln Gains Confidence.
Lincoln's Progress.
Ulysses S Grant – #18
Ulysses S. Grant has had his spiritual eyes opened and is seeking the
Father's Divine Love.
Grover Cleveland – #22,24
Grover Cleveland comes to Mr. Padgett for help.
Writer expresses gratitude to Mr. Padgett.
William McKinley – #25
President McKinley and others in the spirit world are striving to bring
an end to World War I.
Theodore Roosevelt – #26
An American President confronts the Spirit World.
Theodore Roosevelt, War, and Empire.

April 23rd,
2008
January 30th,
2009
January 30th,
2009
January 31st,
2009
October 19th,
1915
August 13th,
1915
April 12th,
1917
February 8th,
1917
December 20th,
2006
January 23rd,
2010

William Howard Taft – #27
William
Howard Taft
William

Politicians in the Spirit World.

June 18th, 2008

Politicians in the Spirit World – 2.

June 18th, 2008
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Howard Taft
William
Howard Taft
William
Howard Taft

Politicians in the Spirit World – 3.

June 18th, 2008

Politicians in the Spirit World – 4.

June 18th, 2008

Woodrow Wilson – #28
Woodrow
Wilson
Woodrow
Wilson
Woodrow
Wilson
Woodrow
Wilson
Woodrow
Wilson
Woodrow
Wilson
Woodrow
Wilson
Woodrow
Wilson
Woodrow
Wilson

An American President's Idealism.
A President's Suffering.
A President's Point of View.
A President's Sorrow.
An American President's Warning.

December 20th,
2006
September
29th, 2007
December 28th,
2009
January 16th &
17th, 2010
January 30th,
2010

A President's Changed Perspective.

June 8th, 2010

Woodrow Wilson and the Treaty of Versailles.

June 15th, 2010

A President Explains Himself.
A President's Idealism.

March 6th,
2013
January 10th,
2014

F. D. Roosevelt – #32
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D

F.D. Roosevelt discusses his Spirit Experiences.
President Roosevelt adds to his previous message.
President Roosevelt's Morality.
An American President's Experiences.
A President's Candor.
The Complexities of a President.
Franklin Roosevelt's Perspective.
A President's Sins
Inhabiting the White House

December 20th,
2006
December 25th,
2006
December 26th,
2006
August 31st,
2008
July 4-5th,
2009
August 25th,
2010
January 13th,
2011
March 19th,
2012
March 25th,
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Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt
Franklin D
Roosevelt

2012
Some More Thoughts From FDR
Confirmation by FDR
Clarification From FDR

July 24th, 2012
August 7th,
2012
August 26th,
2012

Harry Truman- #33
Harry Truman Thoughts of a President.

August 25th,
2010

Dwight Eisenhower- #34
Dwight
Eisenhower

Sorrows of a President.

October 18th,
2010

Ronald Reagan – #40
Ronald
Reagan
Ronald
Reagan
Ronald
Reagan
Ronald
Reagan

An American President needs help.
A president loved his country.

January 1st,
2007
December
22nd, 2007

Getting to Know a President.

June 29th, 2009

Getting to Know a President – 2.

June 30th, 2009

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is begun by embracing
Feeling Healing, so as to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine
Love, then one is also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they
are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all
whilst longing for the truth they are to show us.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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The Unhappiness of Louis XIV
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2005/the-unhappiness-oflouis-xiv-fab-12-july-2005/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
July 12, 2005
I am here, Louis XIV.
Yes, it is I, the King of France. And oh, how I regret all the suffering I caused through my wars! When
I came over here, I was no longer the Sun King, but a most naked spirit, with all my vanity and
pretensions of power. Gone was the illusion that I was the VIP of France, and in its place was the
misery of realizing that I had sown worldly power for its own sake, and thus reaped unhappiness. It was
not literally the fact that I was king that caused my suffering. It was my misuse of this sacred trust.
When I realized all the harm I caused, I couldn't bear it, and yet I had to. The law was exact and
inexorable.
After awhile, I reflected on certain Christian teachings, and they really helped me. I am now a happy
spirit, though I could have been so much happier and avoided long years of bitter pain and remorse.
Oh, what the Lord has planned for humanity is so utterly wonderful! Accept everything, both in your
life and in the world, and have a great faith and confidence that all is exactly as it should be and has to
be.
There is a HUGE army of spirits doing battle with Evil and darkness, and we will prevail.
Thank you for your kindness in receiving this message.
Sincerely, Louis XIV, but now a naked, humble spirit

Louis XIV (5 September 1638 – 1 September 1715), known as Louis the Great (Louis le Grand) or
the Sun King (le Roi-Soleil), was a monarch of the House of Bourbon who ruled as King of
France and Navarre from 1643 until his death. His reign of 72 years and 110 days is the longest of any
monarch of a major country in European history.

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but
also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.
Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.
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Napoleon's love of country is still uppermost in his thoughts.
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-4/napoleons-loveof-country-is-still-uppermost-in-his-thoughts-vol-4-pg224/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.
November 1st, 1915.
I am here, Napoleon.
Yes, I am that man who did so much harm when on Earth.
I merely want to say that I have been told by my daughter of her experience a few nights ago, and I
became much interested in the fact that she could write to you, and that other spirits could write; and I
thought that I would try. I found, though, that you have around you a band of beautiful and powerful
spirits and that I had to have their permission before I was permitted to write. But they kindly gave me
permission and I am writing.
I want to say that I am the ambitious man that I was on Earth, but realize that I cannot take part in any of
the movements or actions of men, as I am only a spirit; but I can associate with them and influence them
into doing things and carrying out my ideas of what is necessary for France's good and glory.
I frequently visit the headquarters of the generals of the Allies in this present conflict (World War I) and
I know their thoughts and give them, by impression, the benefit or otherwise of my thoughts. And in
addition, I know what the plans of the Germans are. This war will last some time yet, but in the end the
Allies will be successful, for I can see all the factors that are working together to bring about that result.
Joffre is a competent man, and Kitchener is a good adjudicator; and when they unite their forces and
enter upon the aggressive campaign with all the force and power which they have, the Germans will
have to retreat, and victory will come to them. But, alas, I also see the great sacrifices that will have to
be made; but France will become a glorious nation, and the lives that will be sacrificed will be well
devoted to the glorious cause.
The spirits are coming over in great numbers, but as I see things, they are exchanging an Earth life for a
spirit life merely, and the latter is the happier one. So what matters it that men die when a great nation
can be saved, and the country for which I fought and suffered, and was exiled, shall become a glorious
nation. A nation is only an aggregation of individuals, and the individual is not so important as the
nation. The nation must be preserved even though the individual may die. But I have written enough
and must stop.
I am in the Fourth Sphere and my dear wife is in the Fifth. She is so much more beautiful and bright
than I am.
Well, I will think of what you said, but until this war is over with and the glory of France is established,
I will not think of myself. I am a Frenchman more than a spirit, or rather than the inhabitant of a country
that is not of so much importance as France.
So thanking you, I will stop.
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I will come again sometime, and in the meantime I will assure you that you have my best and kindest
regards.
Napoleon, the first, and as a great Emperor, the last.

Napoléon Bonaparte (French pronunciation: [napɔleˈɔ̃ bɔnaˈpaʁt], born Napoleone di Buonaparte; 15
August 1769 – 5 May 1821) was a French military and political leader who rose to prominence during
the latter stages of the French Revolution and its associated wars in Europe.

Earth is blanketed by the 1st Natural Love sphere at all times. 1st Natural Love sphere on the
left is connected by portals to adjacent spheres, Natural Love spheres 2, 4, and 6 rising on the
left in order, Divine Love Mansion World spheres being 3, 5, and 7 starting with 3 on the right.
Those who arrive in the 1st Natural Love sphere and are still dominated by desires to cause
harm to others and themselves may find their first lodgings in the Spheres of Disharmony being
1 and 2, being planes of Earth. Our soul condition will determine where our initial lodgings
will be in the spirit worlds when we first arrive in the spirit worlds.
Those who embrace Divine Love will proceed through the Divine Love Mansion Worlds and
then onto the Celestial Heaven Spheres which are further in towards the centre of the Universe.
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Napoleon and French Literature.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2003/napoleon-and-frenchliterature-fab-7-may-2003/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
May 7th, 2003
I am here, Napoleon.
Let me be the one to tell you why you love French culture so much. It is because you take life in a
certain way that is open to many possibilities, and the richness you appreciate in French culture, is in
yourself. It was no coincidence that you wound up studying French literature principally. It actually
was a preparation for your (F.A.B.) mediumship. Your mind had to absorb the information that the
French writers provided you – that is, a certain universal approach, and a love of truth that includes
questioning, inquiry, and a thirst to understand the human condition. So you see, far from regretting
what you did, you should be congratulating yourself for following what all along was true guidance.
And so, those regrets you had about not majoring in music must be permanently laid to rest, because
there is no basis for them whatsoever. As a composer you are a complete original, free from institutions
and universities that often fear to be bold and to be true to oneself. It was all planned for your benefit.
The French, like all people, have had their share of foibles. But you are correct in thinking that their
literature does excel in that profound and detailed examination of life that was absolutely necessary in
your appreciation of the Padgett messages, which in essence continue the same line of critical
examination that has been the glory of the French writers.
You are wondering why I was chosen to write this to you. Well, I have found humility, and I want to
honour my earthly country in a better way. I want to represent the best that my country can offer.
There is no need for me to say anything specific at this time about my earthly career. That is not the
purpose of my message tonight. I merely wanted to heal these doubts you've had so that you can
understand that you always followed your heart. I know it is a tremendous relief for you to realize that
not majoring in music was actually a God-given blessing instead of negligence on your part.
Clear all doubts and regrets, because they have no truth. And enjoy the gifts that God has given you.
We appreciate your efforts on our behalf. You will be gratified to know that I do now believe in the
Divine Love.
Sincerely, Napoleon

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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Ulysses S. Grant has had his spiritual eyes opened and is seeking the
Father's Divine Love.
https://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-3/ulysses-s-granthas-had-his-spiritual-eyes-opened-vol-3-pg133/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.
October 19th, 1915
I am General Grant.
I was the President of your country and also the General of the Federal armies.
Well, I want to say that I am in a condition of comparative happiness, but not entirely relieved from my
darkness or sufferings. I had a great many sins to answer for and many penalties to pay, and during the
years since my death I have suffered much and experienced great darkness. But thanks be to God, I am
emerging from these conditions and am having my spiritual eyes opened to the truths of God and the
necessity of obtaining His Love and Favour.
As you may know, when on Earth I attended the Methodist Church, but my religious knowledge was
merely that which comes from an assent of the mind to certain propositions, or rather doctrines, of the
church. I knew nothing of the soul development or of the Divine Love, or of any of those attributes of
the Father which were necessary to my becoming a redeemed spirit and an accepted child of God.
I am in the Second Sphere, where are many of my old comrades in arms, and many who were
antagonistic in the great War of the Rebellion. But we are no longer enemies, for we have obtained
sufficient Love to become friends, and to know that war and hatred and murder are not in accord with
God's laws, or approved by Him; and we are now seeking only Love, and trying to apply the Golden
Rule in our lives here.
Well, I am somewhat surprised that I can communicate with you in this way, for while I have attended
some séances and made my presence known in other ways and by other manifestations, I never before
had the opportunity to do so by this method of writing; and I must say, it is the most satisfactory of my
experiences.
As this is my first appearance, and coming without an invitation, though some of your band which is
here signified their assent, I do not feel that I should longer intrude.
Well, I have been interested in this great and bloody war (World War I), and have visited the scenes of
many battles and the headquarters of the officers of both sides, and have heard their plans discussed, and
have learned what their expectations were. It is rather early in the game to form an opinion as to the
outcome, but judging from the facts, as I have been able to gather them, and from the conditions of the
armies and means of carrying on the war, of both sides, I am rather inclined to think the Allies will win.
This I say in a perfectly unbiased way, as I have no bias or prejudice for either side. But this I do know:
that no human being can at all estimate the great injury that will be done to the various countries or to
the progress of the human race in the things material.
But God rules, and the right will prevail, as I believe.
Sometime later, if agreeable, I will write you further on this matter.
I will now say good night. Your friend, U. S. Grant
Ulysses S. Grant, the 18th President of the United States
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Wm. T. Sherman is the same as he was on Earth; but seeing his former
friends so changed by the Divine Love causes him to go with Mr. Riddle
to learn the reason.
https://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-3/wm-t-shermanis-the-same-as-he-was-on-earth-vol-3-pg134/
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.

October 19th, 1915

I am here, General S____ (can’t write name)
No, it seems not – how strange.
(White Eagle: He says his name was General Sherman and that he wants to write a letter. )
Well, I tried to write my name, but I could not – what do you think was the cause? Why, damn it, I have
written my name more times than there are stars in the heavens, and yet I was not able to write it here.
Well, that is what I called war – hell. I don’t mean to be profane, but the idea, that I could not write my
name....
Well, as Grant and I are very close friends here, as we were on Earth, I thought that as he wrote a letter I
would like to do so also. Just as he said about himself, I say, I am in some darkness and suffering –
paying the penalties of my evil deeds on Earth, and for what I neglected to do in the way of performing
my duties when I had so many to perform, and so many opportunities.
I am in the same sphere with him, but he is in a higher plane, and is not in such darkness as I am. I am
not a Christian yet, but hope to be sometime, as I have some dear friends here who are, and they are
trying to persuade me to become a Christian; but as you may not know, I never could be persuaded on
Earth, and it is difficult to be persuaded here.
I am enjoying this new experience in writing to you, and to me this is very surprising, but is very
satisfactory. I wonder how such a thing can be. I have attended séances when my Earth friends have
attended, and have tried to make myself known to them and to some extent have succeeded, but not in
the way that I am doing now. I am afraid that if you are not careful I shall steal up on you and write
many times so that you will wish that I had never come.
Well, my dear boy, I am certainly glad that you recalled these reminiscences. Of course, with all the
people that I met in those days, I cannot remember you, as we only had a passing handshake, but I am
certainly glad that you recalled those times, and more glad that I can be with you now; and things will be
reversed now, for I will be the one who will not forget, while you, considering the great number of
spirits who come to you to write, and the great number who are around you ready to write, I hardly
expect that you will find time to give me much thought.
Well, I don’t quite understand you, but if you can show me the way to obtaining such a condition of soul
and such a degree of happiness, I will certainly accept your kind offer, and will try my best to follow
your advice. But really, I don’t see how you can accomplish this.
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Yes, I remember Riddle very well, and he was a very dear friend of mine, but why do you ask that
question? Is he involved in the redemption of me? He was a very dear friend, but I doubt that he can do
what you seem to imply.
I have done as you advised, and I must confess my surprise to see Riddle in the band that you speak of –
and what a beautiful and bright spirit he is. How in the world did he get in that condition, when on Earth
he was somewhat like myself – a free thinker – and cussed sometimes. But I must speak to him and
learn what it means. Well, I have been introduced to your grandmother, and what a glorious spirit she is!
I never before saw such spirits. They must live in spheres far above where I live.
Riddle says I am the same old, rough, wicked Sherman, and wants me to go with him, and I will go, and
I will not forget to request a few words with your grandmother.
I will ask him (R. G. Ingersoll) now, and he seems so beautiful and bright, too. What does it mean?
Ingersoll says it means that he has become a believer in the Great Love of the Father and is a follower of
Jesus Christ. What a surprise and what a change in Ingersoll.
My friend, I cannot write more as I am all upset by what I have seen and heard; so excuse me, I will say
good night.
Your friend,
Wm. T. Sherman.

William Tecumseh Sherman (February 8, 1820 – February 14, 1891) was an American soldier,
businessman, educator and author. He served as a General in the Union Army during the American
Civil War (1861–65), for which he received recognition for his outstanding command of military
strategy as well as criticism for the harshness of the “scorched Earth” policies that he implemented in
conducting total war against the Confederate States. Sherman served under General Ulysses S. Grant in
1862 and 1863 during the campaigns that led to the fall of the Confederate stronghold of Vicksburg on
the Mississippi River and culminated with the routing of the Confederate armies in the state of
Tennessee. In 1864, Sherman succeeded Grant as the Union commander in the western theater of the
war. He proceeded to lead his troops to the capture of the city of Atlanta, a military success that
contributed to the re-election of U. S. President Abraham Lincoln. Sherman’s subsequent march
through Georgia and the Carolinas further undermined the Confederacy’s ability to continue fighting.
He accepted the surrender of all the Confederate armies in the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida in April
1865. Source: Wikipedia.
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Abraham Lincoln: Difference in his beliefs now and what his beliefs were
when on Earth.
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-1/abraham-lincolndifference-in-his-beliefs-now-and-when-on-earth-vol-1-pg301/
Received by James Padgett Washington D.C.
January 5th, 1916
I am your friend in Christ and desire to write a few lines, but it will not be about religious matters, for I
heard what the Master said, and he knows what is best.
Well, I am in the seventh sphere and am very happy and enjoy all the delights of a soul redeemed, and
am in the way of progress to the higher spheres where some of your band live (the spirit group writing
through James Padgett). How beautiful must be their homes, because, when they come to the lower
spheres, they have such beauty and are so filled with the Father's Love that I know they must live in
homes of transcendent beauty where happiness is supreme.
I am not one who knows all that there is in the heavens provided by the Father, but I know enough to say,
"that no eye of man has seen and neither has his heart conceived of the wonderful things that the Father
has prepared for those who love Him and do His will." In our sphere the glory of our habitations and
surroundings that we have are beyond all conceptions of mortals, and beyond all the powers which we
have to describe. Your language is poor indeed when we attempt to use it, to describe our homes and
our happiness.
Never a sigh, nor a thought tainted with the slightest flavour of unhappiness or discontent. All our
wishes are gratified, and love reigns eternally and without stint. Never, when on Earth, did I conceive
that one man could love another as one spirit here loves his brother spirit. The mine and thine are truly
the ours, and no spirit is so happy as when he is doing something to make another spirit happier; and
then, love between the opposite sexes is so pure and glorified.
My home is not in any of the cities, but is in the country, among beautiful fields and woods where the
purest waters flow in silver streams of living light, and the birds of paradise in all their glorious
plumage sing and make merry the echoes of the hills and rocks, for we have hills and rocks as well as
plains and beautiful meadows and placid lakes and shining waterfalls, all praising God for His goodness.
So why will not every mortal try to attain to this heavenly condition of love and happiness, when it
is so easy for him to do so? The Divine Love is waiting for all, and needs only the seeking and the
believing in order to make the mortal an heir to all the glories of this heavenly place.
But the mind of man, in its superimposed importance and in the conceit of the wonderful powers of his
reasoning faculties, keeps the simple childlike faith from making him a child of the Kingdom.
Oh, I tell you, if mortals only knew what is here ready for them to obtain and make their own, they
would not let the supposed greatness of their minds, or the cares and ambitions and desires for earthly
possessions keep them from seeking this great and glorious inheritance, which is theirs by merely
claiming it in the way made known by the Master.
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And he – what can I say of him – the most glorious and beautiful and loving of all the spirits in God's
universe. When on Earth I looked upon him and worshiped him as God, sitting on the right hand of the
Father – way up in the high heavens, a way off waiting for the coming of the great judgment day; when
he would separate the sheep from the goats and send each to his eternal place of habitation – whether to
hell or heaven only he knew, and I did not and could not until the great judgment should be pronounced.
But now, when I see him as he is, and know that he is my friend and elder brother, a spirit such as I am,
with only love for his younger brethren, be they saints or sinners, and a great longing that all may come
and partake of the feast which the Father has prepared, I feel that the loving brother and friend is more to
me and my happiness is greater than when I looked upon him as the God of judgment, having his
habitation away off beyond my vision or reach.
He is so loving and so pure and so humble. Why his very humility makes us all love him almost to
adoration, and if you could only see him, you would not be surprised that we love him so much.
Well, my friend, I have written a little more than I intended, but I am so filled with love and so happy in
having such a friend as the Master, that I can hardly restrain myself. I will come again sometime and
write you upon some spiritual truth, which I so much want you to know.
When on Earth I was not an orthodox to the full extent, but my early belief that Jesus was a part of the
Godhead I did not succeed in getting rid of, although my mind often rebelled at the thought; but the
early teachings of my mother lingered with me, and maturer thoughts and development of mind could
never entirely eradicate this belief in Jesus as being part of God. Some have said and thought that I was
almost an infidel, but this is untrue, for I always believed firmly in the Father and, as I have told you, in
Jesus.
I was also to some extent a spiritualist* – that is I believed in the communications of spirits with mortals,
as on numerous occasions I have had such communications, and have acted on advice that I received
through them. But I never learned from any of these communications any of the higher truths which I
now know, and which are so important for mortals to know, and which, if men only knew and taught,
would make their religion a live, virile, all pervading and satisfying religion. We are all interested
in your work, and are co-workers with you in revealing these great truths.
May God bless and prosper you and cause you to see the realities of the great Divine Love, is the prayer
of your brother in Christ,
A. Lincoln

* Read book by Mrs. Nettie Maynard Colburn – "Was Abraham Lincoln a Spiritualist?"
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WHICH WAY? MIND SELF RELIANT or FEELING AND GOD RELIANT:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
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I’D TURN BACK IF I WERE YOU!
The Natural love spirit Mansion Worlds as to how they have been for all these
hundreds of thousands of years and as they are set up currently, are to help spirits
advance to the fullest of their self-denial that they can. That is, so as to become as
evil as they can. And all under the guise of being ‘loving’.
It’s why they are called the mind worlds, namely Mansion World / spheres 1, 2, 4 and 6. That is
because the spirits are using their minds to complete their rebellion – denial of self and feelings, and
rejection of our Heavenly Parents as well their Creator Son and Daughter. So yes, the top of Mansion
World sphere 6, spirits are the most evil, the most in rebellion, the most in default, the most wrong and
unloving and untrue, even though, they appear, because they’ve trained their mind to do so, to be the
most loving, but it’s all false and contrived – such as the Eastern gurus. Total mind over feelings,
blocking all the bad ones and using your mind to only make you feel good.
Typical of those on their way up in the mind worlds are not open to anything, they do not want to know
about feeling bad and going with their bad feelings looking for their truth, because that scares them,
that’s not nice, that doesn’t make one feel good, it threatens their control, they reject that preferring to
stay in their nice safe space. Which is how it is for these Natural love mind spirits using their minds to
control their feelings.
We’ve all got to take responsibility for our evilness even though we were made to be that way and rebel
by default, but there is no getting away from it, and it has to be compensated right to the last farthing,
which is what being in the hell planes is all about, and which keeps being applied right the way through
the Mansion Worlds. In the mind worlds you can continue to use that inner pressure requiring
compensation for your bad deeds, to further contrive love and pretend you are all holy and loving
and not hurting anyone anymore, which on the surface of it you are not, but underneath still are,
all the way up through to the sixth world; or, you can allow it to keep working on you right the
way up through the Divine Love Mansion Worlds doing your Healing.
And apparently what’s going to happen is the Natural love mind Mansion Worlds are going to be
divided, so within them, there will be spirits doing their Feeling Healing – without the Divine Love, and
still limited to the sixth Mansion World, but looking to be true and end their rebellion. And then there
will be those still carrying on denying themselves as they have always done. So you will have spirits in
the Feeling Healing Natural love sectors that will truly perfect their Natural love; and those spirits still in
the mind sectors perfecting their wrongness. The opposites or extremes living side by side. And then
you’ll still have the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds, being spheres 3, 5, and 7, doing their Soul
Healing.
And as for a summation: “Divine Love Mansion World / sphere 3 is the wakening up to the truth that
one is not loving, also their being a lot of assistance. Sphere 5 is then about going right into the depths
of feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving you are and how that makes you feel, also this
a time when one can then progress and manage their own progress through their Feeling
Healing. Sphere 7 is then about still working with the deepest and residual bad feelings, whilst looking
to sort out how you wrongly relate to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
this is a time of great realisation and comprehension with much of the prior experiences starting to be
drawn together.”
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Mansion World 3: is for waking up to the truth that you’re not loving and starting to get in touch with
your pain, starting to accept your bad feelings, starting to work with them instead of rejecting them.
Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of them, feeling how unloved you feel and
seeing how unloving you are and how that makes you feel, bringing out the majority of your pain, your
misery, fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling powerless, alone and
abandoned, and so on.
Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest and residual bad feelings, whilst looking
to sort out how you wrongly relate to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
understanding how your relationships are unloving, how you don’t connect properly, how unloving you
really are and why and fully accepting the truth of it, coming completely to grips with your parents not
loving you as you needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including your self and feeling expression
difficulties.
It is agreed that the lower worlds are about waking up to what’s involved, however from then on it
depends on how it’s all structured for the individual in their negative state as to how much ongoing
assistance they might need. Some need help all the way along, whereas others have been able to work
with their feelings, themselves, right from the beginning.
And yes, each of the Divine Love healing Mansion Worlds, 3, 5 and 7, are equally painful to work
through, just focusing on different aspects of yourself and your Feeling Healing with Divine Love. And
then in the higher planes of the 7th world comes the transition, where one’s pain starts to end, and you
start feeling so much better about yourself, you are fully accepting of your negative unloving state, you
are fully unloving although even starting to become more loving – truly loving, of yourself, God, and
then other people.
Then onto the Celestial Heavens by progressing into Sphere 8 and then onwards further, all the way
home to Paradise.
Maybe something like 6 billion people have recognised that our Mother and Father’s Divine Love,
together with embracing one’s Feeling Healing, that with these two aspects, have progressed through the
Mansion Worlds to the Celestial Heavens and onwards.
More than 200 billion personalities have embraced their mind and self reliance through the misguidance
of ‘New Age’ styled ideologies and the many thousands of different religious platforms, all of which
take the person further and further away from our Heavenly Parents.
The 1st and 2nd Spirit Mind Mansion Worlds / spheres are jammed to the rafters.
For a million years, humanity has gone in the wrong direction with its self-denial of self and feeling!
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven

Sunday, 18 June 2017
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Abraham Lincoln and War.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2005/abraham-lincoln-andwar-fab-30-june-2005/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 30, 2005
I am here, Abraham Lincoln.
Yes, it is I, and as I look back on my Earth life, I am as amazed as you are that I was able to survive and
cope as well as I did. But I consider it the Lord's doing.
The Lord has heard your prayers to sharpen and hone your mediumship skills. This, of course, can only
benefit our task as well. But remember that you have already demonstrated the ability to channel things
you had no knowledge of, such as your Moses channellings, and the experience with F____. You will
see that your prayers will be answered in this regard.
I lived and died humble, and humble I remain. The gifts I possessed all came from the Lord. I just
followed the cues. I see now that my political ambition was not corrupt, but rather, was guided, for
someone had to steer the ship of state. I did realize my "chosen" position when I was president, but it
didn't go to my head. The war made me suffer, not just because of my personal sorrows, but because of
the suffering the entire country endured. It was, paradoxically, this empathetic vulnerability to other
people's suffering that simultaneously drained me and gave me the strength and courage to go on.
Without that empathy, I don't think I could have succeeded in getting through. I knew the Lord had put
me in that position, and I also knew that He works through love and caring. I could not escape the fact
that as Commander-in-Chief, I was responsible for so much bloodshed. I know this is a subject you
have wanted to be enlightened about, and I will try my best to do so.
You can't understand why King David suffered so much because of his wars, and I apparently did not.
The answer is in the motive. I had one overriding motive, and one motive only, and that was TO
PRESERVE THE UNION. King David's motive, as he has told me, was to enlarge his hegemony and
increase his power. In his time, enemies in war were seen as less than human, and treated as such.
Another fact which "got me off the hook," as you say, is that I DID NOT START THE WAR. In fact, I
did everything I possibly could to prevent it.
I know you don't understand the exact relationship between God and war. But as with everything else,
God scrutinizes our hearts and is primarily interested in our intentions, our motives. And so, one cannot
always just blanketly condemn people in war situations that involve suffering and death. That is solely
within the province of the Lord (God).
I know you are confused about all this. When is war appropriate, if at all? When should we defend
ourselves, and when should we "turn the other cheek?" This area has puzzled so many people. It is
admittedly a very difficult thing to understand. But I can assure you that everything is taken into
account, so that every single mortal who has lived through war, whether they be leaders, combatants, or
civilians, is accounted for in terms of exact justice.
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And so, my friend, consider my words, and "judge not so ye be not judged." You don't really know
other people's inner life; indeed, we don't sometimes even know our own inner thoughts and
feelings. If you will apply this wonderful principle, you will find a great peace descend on you, and a
weight removed from your shoulders.
As you go on in your journey through life, love everyone and leave judgment to the Lord. Everyone is
doing their best to live out this difficult life. We all make different choices to take care of ourselves. If
you feel you have done your best to take care of yourself by honouring the Lord, why then, God can't
ask anything more of you. Everybody and everything else are outside of your realm, where they should
not affect that peace that only the Lord can give.
With love, Abraham Lincoln

God's Divine Love:
Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
God’s Divine Love: is a light golden blue energy substance.

Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, and that this Love is causing
change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is
that this is the way our Mother and Father are actually loving us! When we progress, it is
God’s way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.

Our Heavenly Mother and Father simply desire for us to ask for Their Love.

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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The True Spirit of Forgivenness.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2005/the-true-spirit-offorgivenness-fab-31-dec-2005/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 31, 2005
I am here, Abraham Lincoln.
I come to confirm the message you have just received from my assassin. In my heart, I did not hate.
The war unnerved me, to be sure. But sustaining me was a conviction about the preservation of the
Union, that not even death could undo. And when I entered this world of spirits, I could not help feeling
joyous that the great ordeal of life, and specifically the at times unbearable pressures that assailed me,
were gone forever. Naturally, I grieved for my family and for the grief my death caused to others. But I
had learned that life was based on higher principles, and to these higher principles, I cleaved. They gave
me the strength to love my enemy.
I did not have a clear idea at all at what awaited me. Many things were strange. But what was not
strange was the survival over here of all those things I held dear on Earth.
My fondest wishes for a new year of happiness and true success is my desire for you.
Sincerely, Abraham Lincoln

“Dear Creator, fill my soul with your great Essence, your Love Divine and I will walk this Path
as your child, ever seeking to come closer to you, ever seeking to receive this wondrous Gift, ever
seeking to open my eyes and my ears and my mind of the soul so that I may know truly and
wondrously who You are, who I am and the wonderment that is your creation, Beloved Mother
and Father. I am ready. I am willing. I have a deep desire to know, I have a deep desire within
my soul to love and I want to love, Mother and Father, in all the ways that I am capable of and to
be your channel of Love in this world, to bring the Light of your Love into this world, to be in
this wondrous flow and harmony, to know this great joy, profound and deep, holy and joyous.
Mother and Father, I am with you. Be with me within my soul. Be with me now”.
Keea 16 May 2016
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Abraham Lincoln comments on his style in the Padgett Messages.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/abraham-lincolncomments-on-his-style-fab-7-july-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
July 7, 2007
I am here, Abraham Lincoln.
I come this afternoon to address a concern from a church member regarding the tone and style of my
thoughts as channelled through Mr. Padgett.
Certain facts of my Earth life need to be seen in order for me to respond: (1) I had a gift for eloquent
language, (2) I was essentially a product of the backwoods heartland, and (3) I was very humble.
When writing through Mr. Padgett, I chose a simple conversational style, since that was the way I
wanted to be represented and understood. On Earth, I reserved my eloquence for formal statements,
such as the Gettysburg Address and my inaugural addresses.
Certainly, these formal statements came sincerely from me, but through Mr. Padgett, I felt more
comfortable in a colloquial, everyday mode. I was not, and am not, the Master. He is apart, alone, and
thus, because of my humility, I had no desire to express myself as a head of state in a formal manner.
No, that was not my way.
Posterity remembers me as the author of these admittedly stirring statements. But posterity does not
recall that in personal conversation, I was still very much the backwoodsman. Many, in fact, made fun
of me because of the way I spoke, using "hick" expressions. And most do not realize that I went so far
as enjoying off-colour jokes.
So, the style I chose to write through Mr. Padgett was closer to the way I communicated in Earth life
than my formal statements. Indeed, many would have been surprised had they heard me in daily
conversation, which did not resemble at all the oratorical eloquence generally associated with me.
I did not use any of these "hick" expressions, since they have passed out of the language and would not
have been recognized.
Had I chosen the formal style of oratory, I felt I would not have been talking naturally, and worse, would
have rivalled the Master and other more exalted spirits. No, I retained my humility even then, as I had
in my Earth life. I felt the world could feel closer to "honest Abe" as he was in normal, everyday
conversation.

Note: This message was received after criticism about the perceived differences in style of Abraham
Lincoln in his formal political statements and his style in the Padgett Messages (1914 – 1923).
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Murder is forgiven.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2005/murder-is-forgivenfab-31-dec-2005/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 31, 2005
I am here, John Wilkes Booth [the assassin of Abraham Lincoln].
You are now channelling a spirit who realized soon enough the terrible deed he committed. Yes, as
soon as I entered this world of spirits, I repented of my action in bringing to a close a life that could have
done so much more good to my country. Yes, the realization was fast, for in this world of nakedness,
we can see with different eyes and a different mind. And so, I knew what awaited me. And no pen can
describe the tortures that were mine.
But, as you so correctly guessed, I eventually escaped out of my dark and unhappy condition. And it
was the man I killed who came to me with nothing but love and a desire to help me, and who confided to
me that his life had been a great burden, which death had relieved. And when I realized what type of
person he really was, I could not bear to face the awful reality. And yet I had to face it.
I see you are deeply moved by this. It is all truly channelled. I know how much you have respected and
loved him, as have almost all your countrymen. But that love and respect are completely valid and
accurate. I did not imagine that such goodness could exist.
You are thinking that this channelling is your own thoughts, but it is not. You reason that fanaticism
does not yield to Truth so quickly. But after the deed was done, I became a fugitive, hunted like a wild
animal, and wounded. In this vulnerable position, I gradually came to feel differently about my life in
general. And when the summons came, I was in a very different frame of mind than I was in planning
the assassination and then committing it. These sorts of unfortunate conditions can change a man.
Granted, this doesn't always happen. But it happened to me. And I now see it as the work of God, who
prepared my soul for the great expiation that followed.
So see yourself with a true perspective. Give to things their proper proportion. Go not down the path of
self-condemnation, but love yourself. And with that love, have faith in a Creator who could forgive
even one such as I.
I see that this channelling has had a profound, beneficial effect on you. That was my intention. I will let
you now digest the holiness of this message.
As a new year is about to begin, I say to you and the whole world, let love and not hate be the reality of
Earth, is the prayer of your friend,
John Wilkes Booth
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An ex-president is still in darkness due to some Earth desires.
http://new-birth.net/
P.288 True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus, Vol III by Geoff Cutler
Received by James Padgett. Washington D.C.

Date somewhere between 1914 to 1920

I am here, Johnson:
I am here, (Andrew?) Johnson, an ex-President of the United States. I want to write because I am in
darkness and suffering from the recollections of my evil life, and want help.
I am in the Earth plane and have some of my mortal traits with me now. I was a great drinker when on
Earth and I am still drinking and never satisfied. So you see how long the appetite has stayed with me.
So help me if you can.
I know that it may surprise you to hear from me in this way, but the fact was that I was a President of
your great country does not help me one bit in my condition here. No matter what a man may have been
on Earth he cannot escape from his evil deeds, and a President is thought no more of than the meanest
man in the community.
I wish that you would show me the way to light and freedom from my sufferings.
Well, I am sorry, but I suppose that I must wait.
So good night.

Andrew Johnson (December 29, 1808 – July 31, 1875) was the 17th President of the United States,
serving from 1865 to 1869. Johnson became president as he was Vice President at the time of President
Abraham Lincoln's assassination. A Democrat who ran with Lincoln on the National Union ticket,
Johnson came to office as the Civil War concluded. The new president favoured quick restoration of the
seceded states to the Union. His plans did not give protection to the former slaves, and he came into
conflict with the Republican-dominated Congress, culminating in his impeachment by the House of
Representatives. The first American president to be impeached, he was acquitted in the Senate by one
vote. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Johnson)
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Thomas Paine and War.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/thomas-paine-andwar-fab-22-mar-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
March 22nd, 2007
I am here, Thomas Paine.
I come this afternoon to discuss my previous channeling in light of a reaction to it by a church colleague.
When you received that message, you understood everything I was saying, including my intentions. But
this was not evident at all to your friend. So let me be more explicit.
First of all, let me say that I live in a Celestial Sphere past the third, without number. So I believe that
all forms of violence are wrong. (Celestial Spheres overlap, therefore they are unnumbered.)
I did not believe this way on Earth, obviously. But if you read my previous channelling carefully, you
will realize that I no where justified violence. Let me explain.
You will remember that in your channelling of Oliver Cromwell, you learned that he felt the full brunt
of his actions with the Law of Compensation because he had an evil motive to do those acts of violence.
You channelled Abraham Lincoln, who said that he barely suffered even though so much bloodshed
occurred as a result of his decisions. I know this still doesn't make sense to you, but that's because you
are not the Creator.
I was making the point that the more important factor in violence in war has to do with one's motives.
Since my motives were generally sincere, genuine, and noble (I wanted to oppose injustice and bring
about freedom), I suffered less than those Revolutionaries who took sadistic delight in harming and
killing the British, and this did exist in that period.
But the truth of the matter is that because of the consequences of my acts, and the fact that I was a mere
imperfect mortal, I could not escape suffering and guilt over here, and this is because even with my best
intentions, it was mixed with Earth plane negativity and sin, which caused me to suffer over here.
I made the additional point that regardless of how they got there, the fact remains that the colonists were
able to assemble a Constitution and a government that was unusual and extraordinary for mortal history.
The war, as all wars are, was a hodgepodge of motives, of sinful hate and noble ideals, of conviction and
betrayal. The direct result of this mess was the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, which were not
tainted by the impurities and sins of war. And that is because the Creator had a hand in it.
So I hope I have clarified that I did not in any way wish to condone violence in my previous message. I
was just making the point that the new American government itself was a thing apart, and entirely
separate from the ambivalence and horrors of the war that preceded it.
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The Arab / Israeli Conflict
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2006/the-arabisraeliconflict-fab-7-aug-2006/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
August 7, 2006
I am here, David Ben-Gurion.
My name is well-known to you. I did what I could to further the interests of the modern Jewish state of
Israel. I, of course, was partial to her interests and did believe somewhat in the religion of my ancestors.
You are perplexed about warfare by Israelis. You feel that God does not justify killing in war. You feel
Israel could not have survived had she not defended herself against the Arabs, and yet you feel innocent
Arabs and Muslims have died at the hands of Israeli bombs.
You have so far gone under the assumption that God has a special providence in safeguarding the Jewish
state, and yet you hate all the bloodshed Israel causes.
Well, I am not a Christian, nor am I particularly developed spiritually. But I think I can clear up some of
your confusion.
The answer is that God does take care of Israel, but only in the same way that He takes care of humanity
in general. I do not subscribe to the view that the Jews are a "chosen people." You have, on the one
hand, agreed with this, yet on the other hand, feel a special providence for Israel.
I have seen so many things over here that have surprised me, and that have convinced me that God most
certainly does not play favourites. I have seen Arab Muslims who were my contemporaries, who are
happy and at peace, and I have seen some of my contemporary Israelis in utter darkness. And I have
seen equally the reverse. So, I have concluded that it is not the Jewish state God focuses on, but the
individual human soul, whether it be Jew or Arab.
You are surprised that I have this opinion, considering my prominence in Israeli affairs. Well, even on
Earth, I was not devout, and when I came over here, I did not come with a very great attachment to the
Israeli state. You feel you are channelling this incorrectly. Let me explain.
Toward the end of my earthly life, as I saw my term coming to an end, I began to reflect differently
about many things. This is quite common amongst the elderly. One thing which changed at that time
was my allegiance to Israel. Of course, I would still defend and serve her. But other matters were of
more importance to me. I began to think of life in a very different way. And after I arrived over here,
this process was continued – in fact, it was intensified.
I know that you would assume that Jewish spirits would congregate with other Jewish spirits, and in
general, this is true. But it is not universally true, for many Jews, particularly Jews like myself who
were not immersed in the Orthodox traditions, have seen beyond Jewish culture to a wider perspective,
as you already do. Jews are human first, and thus share with humanity the tendency to either be clannish
or embrace a greater vision.
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Now let me get back to the problem at hand. The situation is that those Arabs who are hostile to Israel,
do not want her to exist. These Arabs thus create the spiritual laws whereby sowing and reaping come
into play, and also the laws of justice. Expressed plainly, from the perspective of these higher laws, the
Arabs are in the wrong, since they are perpetrating an injustice. But this does not mean that Israel is
always innocent.
You are still confused. You wonder, for example, about the 1967 war, when Israel was the aggressor,
because she saw the Arab armies gathering, and wanted to beat them out. Israel would have been
attacked, so she attacked first. Was that aggression, or simply self-defence?
My answer may seem to be an evasion. With my broader perspective (and, of course, I am just one
spirit), I say that the main issue is the motives of the Israeli Army members. Some wanted to protect
their homeland, and there have been others who could not wait to kill some Arabs – yes, that has existed
in Israel as well.
These people who believe Israel should be always defended whether she be right or wrong, wind up on
the darker side of things. At least that's how I now see it.
So, the answer is what you already know – it's the individual soul God cares about most.
You feel I haven't fully satisfied you. You feel it is a miracle not only that Israel came into existence,
but also that she has survived against all the odds. So you have concluded that God has had a hand in it.
Well, yes, God loves the Jewish people, and He has defended them when others have sought to destroy
them. You are now wondering if maybe you've been wrong.
Your Angel guide is prompting me to end here. So ponder what I have written.
For your comfort and consolation, I have been told by spirits who are your guides that you will be very
happy.
Love, David Ben-Gurion

David Ben-Gurion (October 16, 1886—December 1, 1973) was the first Prime Minister of Israel.
(Source: Wikipedia)
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An Israeli leader adds to his previous message.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/an-israeli-leaderadds-to-his-previous-message-fab-20-july-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
July 20, 2007
I am here, David Ben-Gurion.
I come today to elaborate on the thoughts I channeled through you on August 7, 2006.
First, let me say that you received that channelling accurately.
I have suffered greatly because of my inhumanity toward the Palestinian Arabs who were native to my
land for centuries. As my life came to an end, I began to shift in my attitude to many things. I wanted
very much to bring that August channelling to Earth because I felt it was a way to try to rectify the
injustices I perpetrated.
I began, even before death, to think differently about the Jewish people and about Israel, and found more
of a common humanity. I realized that we are people first before we are of a religious, ethnic, or
national group. And the next step was to reflect on my own behaviour. I had kindness in my nature. I
was thus able to perceive, even before I died, that I had been in error in the way I had treated the
Palestinians. So, as you can imagine, my decline on Earth was coloured by these unpleasant thoughts.
The kind things I did as a mortal could not alleviate the penalty I had to suffer. I found myself not in an
exclusive Jewish world, but in more of a universal mix of spirits who had similar experiences to mine.
Since I did not perceive Judaism in the strict Orthodox sense on Earth, I found myself in the company of
many non-Jewish spirits with whom I shared a common bond. And despite the penalty I was made to
bear, I was able to have interchanges which reflected beyond my specifically Jewish heritage.
My experiences as a spirit confirmed the enlightenment I had before death. Many of these thoughts
were private. I knew very well that I could not share these thoughts with Israeli friends and relatives.
As death approached, these thoughts became more and more of a reality, so that when I actually
experienced the naked truth of the spirit world, I saw how I had been prepared.
My suffering has shown me that, just as the Torah teaches, there is a universal law of justice that
operates in the affairs and the behaviour of humanity, and when this law is violated, there is always a
penalty to be paid.
I did not have an Orthodox higher education. My interest very early in life focused rather on the issue of
Zionism.
Let me comment on my statement in the August channelling, "The situation is that those Arabs who are
hostile to Israel, do not want her to exist. These Arabs thus create the spiritual laws whereby sowing
and reaping come into play, and also the laws of justice. Expressed plainly, from the perspective of
these higher laws, the Arabs are in the wrong ...." Obviously, what I was referring to was those Arabs
who have actively sought to do violence to Israelis. For even if it is true that injustices were made by
Israelis, violence is still violence, and inevitably brings its own penalty.
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In another statement in the August channelling, I said, "nor am I particularly developed spiritually."
What I meant is that, whereas there were ways in which I was ahead of many of my fellow spirits,
nevertheless I have my penalties to pay.
And so, my example illustrates the fact that enlightened and unenlightened behaviour can coexist in
the same spirit; I had observed that some spirits have nothing but their own darkness, and do not
possess any higher development at all. These types of spirits are in much lower spheres than the one I
have inhabited.
As to my statement in that channelling, "I do not subscribe to the view that the Jews are a 'chosen
people,'" this was the direct result of my meditations before my death, and my consequent experiences in
the spirit world confirming these more inclusive thoughts.
Now let me comment on your own role in this whole situation. You will see how the Creator will place
you in situations in which you will be able to draw upon like-minded souls, regardless of the extremists
and the hardliners. All you are required to do is your best. You readily acknowledge that you have not
experienced the Middle East conflict firsthand, but yet you yearn for a peaceful solution.
Well, don't underestimate or doubt the positive effect you can have in your efforts. And also, don't
underestimate the growing strength of younger people in Israel who are not locked into the mentality
that perpetrates the tragic conflict that embroils my country. A solution can be found, and the Creator is
at work to help all those who desire love, justice, and peace.
I am grateful for this opportunity to share my thoughts with the world, in a way which was impossible
when I was a mortal.

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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PERSONALITY TRAITS:
Less than two dozen people on planet Earth.
Would not pick up a weapon let alone use it.
These people gravitate to the health industry
and humanitarian programs.
Debate and implement resolutions without
argument and delay.
Debate and implement resolutions in due
course.
Debate and implement resolutions with some
degree of follow up generally needed.
Management supervision is generally
necessary.
Politics become the hope for man’s salvation.
Cause no harm to others starts to emerge.
Power overrides force.
Illness is developed by those man erroneous
emotions that calibrate 200 and lower.
Armies around the world function on pride.
Force is now dominant, not power.
Harm of others prevails, self interest prevails.
Totally self reliant, not God reliant.
Fear dominates all motivation.
Suicide is possible and probable.
At these levels, seriously harming others for
even trivial events appears to be justifiable.
Poverty, unemployment, illness, etc., this is
living hell on Earth.
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NATURAL LOVE BLENDS PERFECTLY WITH DIVINE LOVE:
Both are energies. Natural Love energy forms each soul and each individual soul is unique.
Our personality, intelligence, memory, and humanistic characteristics are unique. It is our gift
of free will that tends to enable us to error, however, it is the uniform nature of Divine Love
and Feeling Healing that brings about our growth and release of man-made negativities.

At-onement
Transition

1080

One’s soul is gifted with the emotions
of courage through to enlightenment.
Man erroneous emotions are those of
pride down to shame – these we can
step away from with Feeling Healing.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
Unborn child’s soul is always perfect and remains that way throughout life.
Child in first seven years absorbs man-made emotional characteristics from environment.
Cognitive capabilities enable each person to choose to ask for and receive Divine Love.
Divine Love strengthens one’s resolve to release negative emotions should we continue to
ask for more and more of this ultimate high octane super fuel, this light golden blue energy.
E. Progressively, harmony comes about through our bodies and the inclinations to engage in
negative ways and causing harm to others or one’s self dissipate.
F. As we embrace our Feeling Healing with the Love, the Divine Love transforms our soul so
that we no longer have any inclinations to do anything other than the will of our Heavenly
Parents, no more harm to others.
G. It is with the blending of the Natural Love with the Divine Love that fits a person to become
at one with our Mother and Father and to enter the Celestial Heavens.

A.
B.
C.
D.
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F.D. Roosevelt discusses his Spirit Experiences.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2006/fd-rooseveltdiscusses-his-spirit-experiences-fab-20-dec-2006/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 20, 2006
I am here, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
Yes, I have learned so much over here, that was completely new. I see everything – my country, politics,
humanity, and my own life – from a completely different perspective.
But this shift in attitude did not come without a tremendous shock. It just doesn't work over here the
way it works on Earth. And thank God for that!
America will have new, and true, leadership. Many of these new leaders will have some understanding
of spiritual things. As time goes by, the true spirituality, divorced from sectarian religion, will rise to the
top of society.
God bless you. God will always be with you.
(Later) This is my good news to you – the sun will shine for you again. There is tremendous protection
surrounding you. You must not be hard on yourself.
As you study my political career, you are realizing that God even guides politicians! From hindsight, I
realize that I was prepared and destined to lead the country and make those changes in society that had
enduring value.
Of course, as everyone knows, I was not a saintly, spiritual soul – I was a hard-nosed, pragmatic
politician with tremendous ambition. Many things I did came back to haunt me, while other deeds have
provided great consolation.
As I became acquainted with the spirit world, I marvelled at the complete justice that is evident
everywhere I went. Whereas on Earth I was accustomed to seeing the people I associated with as
riddled with faults, over here, those people of a great sinful nature are together, and likewise, good,
saintly souls are in a place all their own.
Oh, had I known this, truly known this, how different my Earth life would have been! But nevertheless,
despite my profound ignorance, I was able to incorporate into my political life many programs that were
good for the country.
But I remained a politician to the end, meaning that I approached life, and my own life, from this
perspective.
I know you truly love me, and what I did and represented. And I acknowledge this love. But I must
confess my shortcoming in terms of my worldview. It was essentially of the Earth plane, and this just
doesn't work over here, unless a spirit truly desires to stay in the Earth plane, with all its unpleasantness.
I mean the lower planes of this sphere (1st Mansion World sphere).
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I am coming to you tonight because I want to add my testimony to those spirits who have written
through you whose country was America as well, to say that inevitably, America will be reformed, and
intelligence and right will prevail.
God raises up empires and brings them down. He has His reasons for doing so. And so, He has raised
up the American empire, and will deal with it as He chooses.
It's so funny – Earth individuals are scheming and scheming, and they don't even realize that all their
schemes are being orchestrated by a caring Creator who has them in the palm of His hands. All this I
have seen and know it is all true.
So take heart, both in your own life and that of your country, for God will be with you, and God will be
with America. Of that you can be sure.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt (January 30, 1882 – April 12, 1945), often referred to by his initials FDR,
was the 32nd President of the United States. Elected to four terms in office, he served from 1933 to
1945, and is the only U.S. president to have served more than two terms. A central figure of the 20th
century, he has consistently been ranked as one of the three greatest U.S. presidents in scholarly surveys.
(Source: Wikipedia)

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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An American President's Idealism.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2006/an-americanpresidents-idealism-fab-20-dec-2006/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 20, 2006
I am here, Woodrow Wilson.
I am new to you as a channelling spirit, but I know you greatly admire my accomplishments as president.
Well, those years held great joy and promise, as well as bitterness and defeat.
As soon as physical paralysis set in, my life could never be the same again.
I knew I was right to champion the League of Nations. I felt it was a thing of destiny, and I had a great
sense of a higher purpose for America. This was sincere on my part.
When death came, I did feel that I had tried my best to represent something good and of value. As I see
it now, my despair when America moved away from world leadership, was unwarranted, not just
because world leadership eventually did come, but more importantly, because God always had a plan,
which had been working from the beginning.
In this plan, America does play a central role. This is not chauvinism on my or your part (since I know
you share this view as well); it is the truth. But human nature and American wealth being what they are,
there has been the impediment of greed, with all its disastrous consequences.
So I am with you tonight to join my voice to those of other spirits who were American, to say that the
good will prevail in America, and the greed component will change to love and caring.
On a personal note, let me say that, though this present situation is uncomfortable, it is only temporary,
and there will be a happy outcome. A whole new life awaits you, one in which, as you have often been
told, all your dreams will come true.

Thomas Woodrow Wilson (December 28, 1856 – February 3, 1924) was the 28th President of the
United States. The consensus of presidential experts ranks him in the first or second tier of best
presidents, in a 1982 poll it ranked him sixth out of thirty six presidents, and in a 2000 poll it ranked him
sixth again out of forty one presidents.
(Source: Wikipedia)
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An American President confronts the Spirit World.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2006/an-americanpresident-confronts-the-spirit-world-fab-20-dec-2006/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 20, 2006
I am here, Theodore Roosevelt.
As you correctly surmised, we are writing tonight to lend you support. We all see what has occurred,
and God, whom I believe in passionately, wishes to help you and to let you know that you are being
sustained, and that happiness is just beyond the horizon.
We recognize that you are impressed by, and respectful of, certain American presidents such as myself.
Since we were presidents, this has a prestige value for you, which was meant to enhance the intended
effect of encouragement and support.
As I look back on my Earth life, I see much to be pleased with, and much to regret. No, I had no
conception of the higher life, though many of my actions resulted in some good to the country. No, an
elevated view of life was not mine, nor did I even think that such a thing had real value.
The starkness of it all really hits a newly arrived spirit, who is faced with naked truth. No comfort here,
only the truth of oneself, which for the majority of spirits is unpleasant.
I hope this message can inspire some mortals to attempt to find a higher view of life, and by this I mean
the spiritual. No one would ever use this word to describe my Earth life. And what a shame! ~ empire
building, political ambition; all these sorts of things get swept away in the spirit world, and all that is left
is the naked self.
Well, it will come about that more and more people, both in America and the world, will wake up to
their true selves, and to the truth of themselves. Eventually, this will rise to the top of society. Until it
does, have faith in a God who knows what His children need, and who is actively encouraging those
events and circumstances that will bring wisdom and love in the way America solves her problems.
And for you personally, know that there is great protection for you, and you will not be found wanting in
any way.

Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. (October 27, 1858 – January 6, 1919), also known as T.R. and to the public as
Teddy, (the teddy bear was named after him) was the 26th President of the United States, and a Nobel
Peace laureate, New York governor, NYC Police Commissioner, historian, naturalist, Amazon explorer,
author, and soldier. Roosevelt is most famous for his personality: his energy, his vast range of interests
and achievements, his model of masculinity, and his “cowboy” persona. Surveys of scholars have
consistently ranked him from #3 to #7 on the list of greatest American presidents. (Source: Wikipedia)
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President Roosevelt adds to his previous message.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2006/president-fdroosevelt-fab-25-dec-2006/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 25th, 2006
I am here, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
I want to discuss a statement I made in my last message I channeled through you. I said, "I remained a
politician till the end, meaning that I approached life, and my own life, from this perspective."
It is obvious that I really cared about my political responsibilities, and that I truly desired to benefit
American society. That was clearly perceived by many.
What I meant in that statement is that my view of life never arose to a higher perspective than what my
position required. There is nothing inherently wrong with being a politician, but it is a certain
stance to life which usually does not help spirits to progress. That is because it is totally focused
on Earth plane considerations, and doesn't allow for a higher, more spiritual approach.
This will eventually change in America. There will be a meeting of true spirituality with politics, but
usually this does not occur. This is coming.
No, so far, politics has not been conducive to spiritual progress.
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President Roosevelt's Morality.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2006/president-rooseveltsmorality-fab-26-dec-2006/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 26th, 2006
I am here, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
You must not fear that you mis-channelled my two previous messages.
The biography of me which you have been reading presents two sides to my personality – the sincere
moralist, and the consummate politician.
And indeed, this is true; I was divided in my soul. Both sides tugged at me all through my long political
career, and I realize in hindsight that they sometimes fought and quarrelled.
So what you channelled is true. I said that my view of life did not rise above the Earth plane. You have
felt this is not true, since I did have a strong sense of morality.
But being a politician in the public eye, this morality was often buffeted by the storms of political
expediency. And, as high-minded and sincere as my sense of morality was, it never had to do with
anything higher than the Earth plane. Indeed, anything else seemed irrelevant to me.
Now let me help you. The queasy feeling about your work difficulties is to be expected, but these
problems are only temporary. You will be rescued from them, and you will move into a very happy
period in your life. Providence will shine on you again, as it always has.
Your current concern is your lack of retention ability of your brain, but the cause is not in your brain's
functioning, but rather in the stress and fear which this dilemma is causing. Once this cause is removed,
you will find that your brain will revert to its normal role of functioning. You coped successfully on
jobs all your life, and you will continue to do so.
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GEMS for ALL PEOPLE of all AGES to EMBRACE:

The GOLDEN AGE!

to OTHERS
to MYSELF

Strive to love others as I am to love myself
At any time, any where, and in any way you so please:
Approach our Heavenly Parents, in reverence, without fear or trepidation, just as we, as a child,
approach our earthly parents knowing that open loving arms are extended to receive us at all
times. As one’s love grows for our Mother and Father in the Heavens, we come to know with
absolute clarity and certainty that our Heavenly Parents, loves you and me and everyone in
return, at all times, and that fear is an illusion created by man’s mind.
God, who is our Heavenly Mother and Father, is almighty, all powerful, infinite, and all loving.
The love of the Heavenly Parents for Their children, man, has been and is always infinite and
ever present. As one’s faith evolves, one’s love for our Heavenly Parents will have no limit. As
we grow in Their love, so will we grow in love for all of God’s creations and our fellow man.

The Source Soul, our Heavenly Parents, simply desires for
us to ask for Their Love.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
“I love you Father.” “Let the Divine Love flow its energy
into my soul.”
“Mother, Father, I desire your Love and I am loving you.”
“Soul God, I love you and I love receiving and
experiencing your Divine Love.”
“True Soul God, I am here, I am aware of your Love.
Please hear my aspiration for your Love and as I approach
you from my soul, I can feel your Love in the way that you
are loving my soul.”
“Please Father and Mother, may I receive Your LOVE.”

Maybe we could simply long for and ask:
Please, Mother and Father, I want some more of
your Love!
MoC 1,471
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Our FEELINGS are our SUPREME GUIDES:
Feelings are what guide us through our ascension of truth. So they are really our Supreme
Guides. Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all
right there already built in – in our feelings. We just have to submit to them, allowing them to take
us where they will, expressing all the parts we want to express, letting the emotion drive that
expression if it’s there to be expressed, or just talking about all we feel and how feeling that feeling
is making us feel – or, how we feel about having that feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our
feelings. Longing for the truth of our feelings is really: Longing for the truth of our self, because:
we are our feelings. So life stirs up our feelings, we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are
feeling, always feeling; and when we work out what and why we are feeling what we are, so then
we know the truth of how we are. And over time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands
our understanding of ourselves, all being driven from our feelings.
Kevin 26 Sep 2017

Using our feelings to uncover the whole truth of our negative or anti truth and anti
love state.
Kevin: So whilst we’re of an untrue state, then all we have got to help us understand why we feel
bad, why we are wrong, why we are negative and anti love and truth, is our feelings. So if we
focus on our bad feelings, they will lead us to the truth of why we’re feeling bad. Which will be
the truth of what happened to us to make us be this wrong way, and how we took on the wrong
way and keep it going making us feel bad.

Note: The vital difference between emotion and feeling is that emotions
have their roots in the past, and feelings relate to the present moment.
Emotions represent our feelings which were not previously expressed,
and these accumulate with time.
Note: Our feelings are soul-based. Our soul is always in truth. It is
our soul based feelings, that when allowed to be freely recognised,
we will begin to express and be who we are. This takes time and
perseverance as we have encrusted our souls with layers upon layers
of errors and false beliefs, it is these layers that will confuse the
truth that our soul is conveying to us. Only by our progression with our Feeling Healing will our
soul’s expression of truth become clear and free of all cloudiness and contamination.
“What our soul needs in accordance with our own, individual, Soul-Light-Plan-Of-Destiny (your life’s
true destiny plan), They, being our Mother and Father, will give you as required. The only way we can
know truly what we need is to honour and follow our true feelings. They, springing from our soul,
literally telling us what we need, and so when we genuinely feel we need something, we apply our will
to get it. The hard part is knowing if our feelings are true, and until we have done our whole soul-healing,
they won’t be clear and total true.” James – Introduction Course to Divine Love Spirituality
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NATURAL LOVE and DIVINE LOVE SPHERES and FEELING HEALING PLANES:
Divine Love progress is to infinity
After the HAND OVER!
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The Founder of His Country lends his support.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2006/the-founder-of-hiscountry-lends-his-support-fab-20-dec-2006/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.

December 20, 2006

I am here, George Washington.
I will be brief. I come to expand the testimony of other presidents writing to you tonight, to assure you
that your personal life will be restored in terms of your material needs, and our beloved country will also
be restored so that what America does in the world will not be diametrically opposite to what she
professes.
Both you and your country have a bright and happy future. The release you yearn for will come, and in
the wider world, the ugly shadow of war will no longer show its horrible face.

George Washington (February 22, 1732 – December 14, 1799) led America's Continental Army to
victory over Britain in the American Revolutionary War (1775–1783), and was later elected the first
President of the United States. He served two four-year terms from 1789 to 1797, having been reelected in 1792. Because of his central role in the founding of the United States, Washington is often
referred to as the "Father of his Country". His devotion to republicanism and civic virtue made him an
exemplary figure among early American politicians. (Source: Wikipedia)

George Washington's Guilt.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/george-washingtonsguilt-fab-23-july-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
July 23rd, 2008
I am here, George Washington.
Yes, I did not face God's judgment with a completely clear conscience. I had ordered the execution of
some soldiers who had mutinied. I came to realize that they had mutinied because they were treated
poorly, so I came to see that I had committed injustice in those instances.
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Divine Protection and War.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/divine-protectionand-war-fab-25-nov-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
November 25, 2007
I am here, George Washington.
Let me discuss an issue which has confused you.
First, let me say that I am well qualified to clarify this difficult matter for you, and second, your
mediumship is qualified to take this message, despite your admitted confusion.
You have learned that militarism is all wrong and contrary to God's Will, and that we should respond to
aggression with kindness and love, and not aggression in kind.
You have also learned that I was miraculously saved from harm several times. You conclude logically
that I had divine protection, and so I did.
But then you observe that I was no less than Command-in-Chief of the Continental Army, with all the
horrors of war that that position entailed.
It seems to you a contradiction that on the one hand, to make war instead of dealing with the issues
peacefully in love, seems a violation of everything Jesus stood for. And on the other hand, there was all
this divine protection which was indubitable. Where is the truth, you ask?
Well, first, let me say unequivocally that I did in fact suffer for at least some things I did in the war. I
was not exempt from the penalty of violating certain moral laws, which violations occurred because of
the turmoil of wartime conditions. I had a sense that certain negative things I willed in that time would
come back to me, despite the fact that the pressures of the moment made them necessary, at least in my
mind at that time.
This causes you to question the very existence of our beloved country, which was born through war.
Yes, I can see how perplexed you are. For you reason, wouldn't it be logical to assume that I would
have attracted dark spirits as a result of my warmaking, who would have then abolished any sort of
divine protection?
Now you remember that you have read of many instances in modern warfare when combatants had a
similar miraculous deliverance from harm.
To answer adequately, I must first discuss war in a general sense. For you, war is murder, pure and
simple. You told the chief executive officer of Regal Theater that "the military is killing," in regard to
his movie theatre showing of a military-related video in its public place.
I mentioned this to illustrate the point that for you, it is a very simple equation. But to many others, it is
not.
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But then you say, God's laws are absolute and not dependent on human opinion. And this is, of course,
true.
Well, what is absolute is that God always looks at the intentions of the heart. One person may take up
arms with the sole motive of defending his country, while another may do so to satisfy a sadistic desire
to kill. And, since human nature is complex, both of these motives may coexist in the same person.
And in the reaping that follows the sowing, every single motive is taken into account accordingly.
Obviously, in a perfect world, there would be no war, for people would then resolve their differences
peacefully and lovingly. But human nature being what it is, and the fact of Earth life that decrees that
mortals are all thrown together in the same world, these realities bring the tragedy of war, which has
been fairly constant ever since the murder of Abel by Cain.
Now what you have failed to understand is that one cannot generalise about human behaviour in times
of war. This has been the theme of many of your past channellings. The mere fact that someone is head
of an army, is not an evil reality. It only becomes evil when bad choices are made, as when there is
sadism resulting in such repulsive acts as torture and murder.
It is a very different reality for a general to unintentionally make a tactical blunder resulting in great loss
of life to his soldiers, than it is for a combatant to go out of his way to inflict suffering, or for a military
leader to order his soldiers to do so. I think you can clearly see this difference. Actually, it is huge, in
God's economy.
You love the statement, fate is the cards you were dealt, and destiny is the way you play the game. Well,
it has been fairly typical of most of humanity to experience war. But the next, determining factor is,
what choices have people made in the admittedly hellish conditions of war?
You are very aware of the example of Viktor Frankl, the celebrated founder of logotherapy. As a Jew in
World War II, he chose to stay in Nazi Europe, even though he could have escaped to safety. He did
this to protect his parents. And the consequence of his decision of almost superhuman courage was that
he endured some years in concentration camps, only to be liberated, and then continue his explorations
in his school of psychiatry. You feel that his behaviour was nothing short of astonishing, and so it was.
But I mentioned this extraordinary example to illustrate my point, that every person makes different
choices in war situations, and these choices are influenced by their personalities, but more importantly,
by their will as it confronts the tortures and hellish situations that war always brings.
For example, Mr. Frankl's soul could have chosen to yield completely to despair, in which case he
would have either perished, or would have descended to the animal level, as was so common in that type
of hell on Earth.
But he chose to keep the most noble aspect of his humanity alive. He consciously cultivated hope, and
made that unspeakable tragedy into something positive that has the potential to benefit all of humanity.
Now certainly, one cannot sensibly compare me to him. I mentioned him only to illustrate the point that
these sorts of matters are not as simple as you at first thought. You read the sentence, militarism is all
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wrong, and this is true. But each person and each situation have to be scrutinized carefully and
individually.
Now you are thinking, but I was a general, with the power to inflict harm and loss of life, and this is true.
And contrariwise, Mr. Frankl was a complete victim.
But he had the power to influence his fellow inmates. He could have chosen not to care at all about
them. Or worse, he could have stolen precious food and other necessary items to survive. In other
words, many choices were possible.
You made the mistake of generalizing in a simplistic way. To use the statement, militarism is all wrong,
to judge categorically every action of every military leader, was not at all the original intention of that
true sentence. It was, rather, to provide a guideline, a guidepost.
If militarism is wrong, then human beings who find themselves in militaristic situations must discover
things to do that lessen the harm of war.
Look, for example, at the magnificent and heroic outpouring of support that occurred on 9/11. (And let
me add that this type of behaviour, which was displayed so courageously by so many of your
countrymen, is the proof that America will survive and endure.)
To many people, war has meant that they had to do their patriotic duty to defend their country and their
loved ones. This is exactly how I saw it. And so, I accepted leadership of the Continental Army in a
state of mind that tended to be high-minded. I had already experienced war, but felt that my duty to my
country was paramount. For me, it had to do with a sense of honour, and a commitment to a principle of
freedom.
Finally, I have realized, to my great consolation, that the Creator did in fact preserve my life for His
purposes, so that I could provide leadership at the Constitutional Convention, and then later, serve my
newborn country as its president. And this was also made possible because my soul was basically good
and not corrupt.
I know this has been a very long channelling, but I felt it was necessary to go into some detail in order to
help you grasp an admittedly very complex reality.
This channelling has been very good for you, for you have had to put aside your own way of thinking
and try to see another point of view. In God's universe, people are diverse, and their choices arise from
entirely different ways of thinking, which affect the motives from which these choices are made.
But all this does not deny that we Celestial Angels are working hard to permanently prevent the scourge
of war.
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The
Celestial Truth:
Truly all-loving;
Living true to oneself;
Mind supporting Feelings;
Living with the Divine Love;
Fully Healed of the Rebellion and Default.

THE FEELING WAY
Feeling – Ascendance
Unlimited progression
 Living true to your untruth;
 Honouring all your bad feelings;
 Expressing feelings to uncover their
truth;
 Healing the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling unloved; being unloving;
 Feeling as bad as you can feel;
 Feeling like you are no one special;
 Longing for the Divine Love.

CHOICE is OURS to MAKE:

THE MIND WAY
Mind – Transcendence
Limited progression
 Enlightenment, Nirvana, feeling allloving;
 All false, mind-contrived. Anti-truth,
anti-love;
 Still evolving the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling and believing you are the
Superior One;
 Living with your mind in control of
your feelings;
 Living rejecting all your bad feelings;
 Living with your mind contriving you
feel loved;
 Rejecting the Divine Love.

All religions, New Age, agnostic,
atheists, no spiritual interest,
Living the Rebellion and Default.

Hell:
Exploiting the Rebellion and Default.
The Feelings are the doer; the Mind the teller. So we are to go with our feelings, which we
can’t be told to do with our mind. So the longing for the Divine Love, doing our Healing by
expressing our feelings and longing for their truth, are all feelings and doing it with longing.
Whereas the mind just wants to tell us what to do and how to be, no feelings in it, all how our
parents have treated us.
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Feelings First Spirituality
The New Way
Feelings First
FF
Feeling Free
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality
Learn to live with God through your Feelings
Accept, express and long for the truth of your feelings
Be free in your feelings
Free your feelings from your mind’s control
Live true to your feelings; your feelings are your true self
Live true to yourself through your feelings

LOVE
TRUTH
LIFE

Live true to yourself by living true to your feelings.
Long for the truth of your feelings.
Accept / Express / Bring out ALL of your good, and most importantly,
BAD feelings.
Want to understand why you’re feeling them.
Use your surface feelings to take you deeper into your repressed and
hidden feelings.

LOVE
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The Feeling Way is the True Way.
Your feelings are your spiritual guide.
Your feelings will take you to God.

TRUTH

Your feelings will show you the truth of your relationships, including
your relationship with God; and if anything is wrong, untrue and
unloving, then why it is.
Our feelings are sacrosanct and we should respect them accordingly. And we should NEVER block
them out, ignore, override, banish, deny or reject them, because if we do, we’re only doing that to
ourselves, as Our Feelings Are Our Self.
Our feelings are the gateway to our soul. Our feelings are the closest we can get to our soul. Knowing
the truth of our feelings is knowing the truth of our soul, and knowing the truth of God.

Feelings First Spirituality is the True path for humanity.
It embraces all people.
It completely unifies the world.
Everyone can relate to everyone else through their feelings.
And we can all live the truth that comes from our feelings, all sharing
the same truths as we express and have the same feelings.
No one need be left out; no one is more special than anyone else – we
are all united in Truth through our feelings.
So with and through our truth we live our lives, therefore without the need of any man-made mind-laws,
rules and restrictions that limit self-expression as inspired by our feelings.

LIFE

The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality is what is to replace all man-made, mind-contrived religions
that so many people have enslaved themselves to. The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality will set us
free of all that control, ending the Rebellion and Default within ourselves as we do our Feeling-Healing,
and ending such control and spiritual stagnation in the world.
Bring on the End Times – get it over and done with! Let’s all see that Jesus is not going to come again,
that Prophecy has failed all the mind-controlled platforms. Allow such false systems of belief to die
their long-awaited natural death, they’ve overstayed their welcome, it’s now time they fade away. So let
us show such antiquated, erroneous systems of belief the exit and bring on the fresh liberation of
discovering the truth of how we are to live for ourselves, each of us personally in our lives, and all by
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looking to our own feelings for it. Self-revelation through our feelings is the way to go.
The Way of the Mind is ending, and is really the End Times – the End of our mind control, and it’s
about time! With the Way of our Feelings replacing it.
The End Times means the end and therefore a New Beginning. And that new beginning is a whole new
Spiritual Age – an age based on self-revelation of truth through one’s feelings, coupled with and
supported by higher revelations from the Celestial spirits, angels and nature spirits.

The Feelings First Spirituality is the True Way to God because it helps you get to know God, helping
you to reach out, connect and be personal with God, and do God’s Will, all through your feelings. It is
the only true way of getting to know the God of Feelings – our beloved Heavenly Mother and Father, the
Great Soul of Divine Love.

Love comes through our feelings and not our mind, as we’ve all been wrongly led to believe.

Feelings First; then comes The Truth; then comes Love.
LOVE is the Religion of Feelings, being:

Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Great
U-Turn
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Salvation for America.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/salvation-foramerica-fab-3-dec-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 3, 2007
I am here, George Washington.
The ship of state will come to anchor in the safe harbour. And everything our country truly represents
will be fulfilled. The forces of darkness will be defeated, and freedom will ring out with a mighty chime.
All we founding fathers have been attentive to this great moment of our history. We saw it coming a
long time ago, and now is the time of climax, with victory going to the light.

Militarism is all wrong.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/militarism-is-allwrong-fab-6-dec-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
December 6, 2007
I am here, Thomas Paine.
In my channelling of March 16, 2007, "A discussion of the medium and war," I said, "Were certain
aspects of the American Revolution unjust? Yes, of course." I in no way wished to condone the
violence and militarism of war. Indeed, you have channelled nothing from any spirit that does this. I
see, though, how it can be misinterpreted.
The point I was making is that war has simply been an ever present reality in human affairs, and that
people have responded in different ways to it, based on their different motives. And so, for example, a
person who kills to save a child's life fares better in the spirit world than one who kills just for pleasure.
I know it's difficult to comprehend, but every spirit is dealt with justly, based on each spirit's soul
condition.
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The Promised Land.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/the-promised-landfab-12-jan-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
January 12th, 2007
I am here, Martin Luther King, Jr.
As my birthday approaches, I would like the world to know that I did in fact see "the Promised Land,"
and that this Promised Land will come, and soon.
The agitation of the 1960's for justice and peace was a beautiful thing, which God took note of, and you
will live to see its fulfilment.
So enjoy celebrating your own birthday in San Francisco, and know that God's promises will be kept.

Martin Luther King, Jr. (January 15, 1929 – April 4, 1968) was a famous leader of the American civil
rights movement, a political activist, and a Baptist minister. In 1964, King became the youngest man to
be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize (for his work as a peacemaker, promoting non-violence and equal
treatment for different races). (Source: Wikipedia)

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST
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A Spiritual change in American politics.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/a-spiritual-change-inamerican-politics-fab-14-jan-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
January 14th, 2007
I am here, Thomas Jefferson.
Yes, it is I. Though I have progressed to the Celestial Heavens, I have not lost either my interest or my
devotion to my country. It has a special role to play in the unfolding of God's plan.
We are working so that America be true to spiritual principles, as we Founding Fathers originally
intended. This will surely come to pass, and you will live to see prominent American politicians who
are not corrupted by political power, and who will understand these principles and apply them, to the
welfare of the American people.
Change is coming, and it will be glorious. We have been planning this for decades, and you will live to
see the fulfilment of these plans.
God bless America.

Thomas Jefferson (April 13, 1743 N.S. – July 4, 1826) was the third President of the United States
(1801–1809), the principal author of the Declaration of Independence (1776), and one of the most
influential Founding Fathers for his promotion of the ideals of Republicanism in the United States.
Major events during his presidency include the Louisiana Purchase (1803), the Lewis and Clark
Expedition (1804–1806) and the failed Embargo Act of 1807. (Source: Wikipedia)
Thomas Jefferson was also chanelled by James Padgett and referred to in a number of his other
messages.
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The Founding Father's Values.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/the-founding-fathersvalues-fab-23-sept-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
September 23, 2007
I am here, Thomas Jefferson.
Yes, it is simply true that several of us founding fathers had an elevated view of life, as a result of our
belief in many aspects of the European Enlightenment of our time, which included spiritual values as
well. We also were realistic about humanity's shortcomings.
And yes, we also had human failings ourselves.
Of course, our main concern was creating a government that was workable and that represented the
values of freedom and fair play. That is why I advocated strongly for a Bill of Rights.
Our mindset was very different than what is now current. We did not advocate mindless materialism.
We wanted to create a government that reflected our higher values.
Yes, it is true that only white male property holders could vote. But times have changed, and humanity
has advanced, so we now support building on what we started.

Our Heavenly Mother and Father simply desire for us to ask for Their Love.

“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Our salvation IS the embracing of the Feeling Healing process with Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING + SOUL HEALING
To heal one’s self is to simply look to see what feelings we are refusing to let ourself feel, and accept
them instead of denying them. And to fully accept them, one needs to express them, speak about them,
let them have their say, rather than pushing them aside, refusing to let them make you feel bad.
Doing this all with the intention of seeking the truth of why you are feeling them, of speaking about and
expressing all such feelings; all feelings you have, but ALL WITH the INTENTION of UNCOVERING
the TRUTH THEY WANT YOU TO SEE ABOUT YOURSELF. And it’s the wanting to see the truth
of them that is very important, because if you just look to accept them and speak and express them, but
not seek their truth, then that’s all you’ll be doing, speaking and expressing them, but not healing their
causes, so not fixing the things within you that are making you feel bad. And it’s the truth part of it,
seeking the truth of your feelings, and so, seeking the truth through your feelings, that’s vitally
important. It’s the truth of yourself, life, nature and God, that is the spiritual aspect to it all.
You CAN’T find the truth of yourself, or anything else, through and with only your mind. You HAVE
to engage and look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the
Way’, then the truth will come as you express them. So to do our Soul-Healing consists of these steps,
all of which are ongoing until it's done:

Admit you are feeling bad.

Accept your bad feelings, identify what they are.

Honour fully your bad feelings by expressing them, speaking about them to someone who is
willing to hear you talk about them, or tell them out loud to our Heavenly Parents. Long for
the truth of them. Long for the truth of why you feel bad – what deep within you is causing
your bad feelings?

And remember, bad feelings are Good! Not bad. They are not to be despised. And as hard
as it is to accept them, they are still you, and a very real part of you. And if you persist in
denying them and not allowing yourself to fully live them, then you are only going to keep
yourself in your errors making things harder for yourself.

All sickness and suffering, all bad things that happen to you, all your problems, all your
addictions – your whole feeling-denying and untrue life, is all caused by your denial of bad
feelings.

Every problem in the world is brought about because everyone has been brought up to deny
feelings, and in particular, most of their bad ones.
If one is intent on spiritually evolving and growing in truth, then it’s vital, and this is the key, that one
looks to use one’s feelings as the means to gain and have access to the truth of oneself. You CAN’T
find the truth of yourself or anything else through and with only your mind. You HAVE to engage and
look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the Way’, then the
truth will come as you express them.
Doing your Soul-Healing with the Divine Love, is really doing your 'Feeling-Healing'. We are designed
— created — to be self-revealing of truth, and so we are all to uncover the truth within ourselves and for
ourselves, and all being done by living true to our feelings. If you accept, express and seek the truth
of your feelings, then truth will come to you, and you’ll grow spiritually. It’s as easy as that. Also
it is as easy as it is to long for, ask for and receive Divine Love.
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THE HEALING OF YOUR BAD FEELINGS THROUGH THEIR ACCEPTANCE
AND FINDING THE TRUTH OF THEM, IS THE ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR
NEGATIVE, REBELLIOUS, EVIL, IMPERFECT MIND AND WILL CONDITION.
To do our feeling-healing we need to become:
Aware of – Acknowledge – and Admit, our bad feelings.
So we can:
Accept – them and allow ourselves to Be them.
And then if we feel to, take:
Action – Express, speak and emote them.
Talk about them.
All being done whilst longing to, really wanting to, see the TRUTH of our feelings.
So it sounds simple.
So I repeat:
We accept our bad feelings by expressing – speaking about them to someone willing to listen
to us and take us seriously. And as we speak we long for the truth of them – why we are
feeling them – to be made known to us. And when we uncover and see the truth we are
FREE! – healed of the causes that have made us feel bad.
Accept, Express – see the Truth, and you're Free!
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL YOU FEEL, THINK AND ARE, IS THE KEY TO DOING
YOUR HEALING; THAT, AND WANTING TO SEE THE TRUTH OF ALL YOU
FEEL, THINK AND ARE.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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A battle between Light and Darkness.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/a-battle-betweenlight-and-darkness-fab-1-jan-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
January 1, 2008
I am here, Thomas Jefferson.
In reading the book Up from Conservatism, you were struck by, and painfully reminded of, the unhappy
fact that our country, in comparison to other what are called industrial democracies, seems almost at the
bottom. These other countries currently enjoy so many social benefits for the people that the United
States currently lacks. So how can all these things you've been channelling for years now be true? How
can our country be that beacon of freedom and opportunity we have been predicting?
You are seeing too much in the short term, that is, the present. America is both the problem and the
solution, the devil and the angel. There is currently a battle for the soul of America that mirrors
humanity's battle between light and darkness.
Don't think that other more enlightened countries don't have their struggle with light and darkness, for
they all do. It's just that the battle is currently taking a very intense form in the country of your birth.
The answer to your question posed above lies in the future. That is, the future will bring this greatness.
Though it might sound naive to say so, America is currently in transition. But this transition had to be
accompanied by this darkness in order for the light to prevail.
The darkness is loud, aggressive, unfair, and domineering, while the light is more quiet, self-assured,
and truly trusting in God, with a great deal of love, much of which is Divine Love. Both human
tendencies are strong in current America, and this fight has to be played out, until the good shall prevail,
and you will live to see this triumph.
You do not know what the country will be like when the battle is over. All you currently see is a huge
ominous cloud covering the sky. But life has shown you that every storm passes, followed by the sun.

Ask for, long for and receive
our Parents’ Divine Love.

The energy substance of Divine
Love assist in releasing errors.

The Love will grow one’s
soul in radiance.
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A Battle between Light and Darkness – 2.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/a-battle-betweenlight-and-darkness-2-fab-2-june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B
June 2nd, 2008
I am here, Thomas Jefferson.
In my channelling of January 1, 2008, I said the following: "The darkness is loud, aggressive, unfair,
and domineering, while the light is more quiet, self-assured, and truly trusting in God, with a great deal
of love, much of which is Divine Love."
I did not mean to imply that those who represent the light cannot be demonstrative and assertive, for this
is at times necessary. I was referring to a mode of being. For example, Jesus very rarely raised his
voice – he didn't have to. I was describing a psychological mechanism whereby some people have
overcompensated for a lack of conviction by overly aggressive behaviour – in other words, bullying.
It is necessary for those representing justice and love to let their voices be clearly heard. But these
people don't need to resort to aggression. They can speak their truth in love, with full confidence that
God will bless their path. And the true spiritual light is indeed quiet, for it manifests as that silent
presence within that is the assurance of God's presence. Those who can be sure of their motives of
justice and love will find peace in their heart because they know they are doing the right thing by
listening to their conscience.
I am certainly not denying or condemning passionate utterances. All I am saying is that people who
listen to their conscience and speak out have every reason to expect that this will cause a movement in
their soul that produces peace of mind, and for those who believe in a loving Creator, the peace of God.
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The Famous Revolutionary experiences confusion.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/the-famousrevolutionary-experiences-confusion-fab-24-sept-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
September 24, 2007
I am here, Karl Marx.
I have always been one to examine reality and hard facts. One fact I have observed in this spirit world is
that many who followed my teachings on Earth have suffered in this life. This has caused me to
reconsider my stance on violence. I perceive that it just has not had a good effect on these souls.
I have also been able to keenly observe the development of history as it has evolved since my time, and,
as you know, some things I taught are simply true about capitalism.
This spirit world is so utterly different from the Earth life, and I have had to reconsider many things.
I saw only in part. I confess my failure in not seeing the whole picture. I now see success not as
political ascendancy, but as whatever is beneficial to humanity. What I mean is that though this latter
value was my original goal, I realize now that the method I taught toward this goal has just not worked.
I have seen this repeatedly. So naturally, being a thinker, and continuing to care, I wondered if there
could be a better way.
As I observed the way this spirit world works, I realized that there is a kernel of truth to religion, despite
the oppression and terrible things done in its name. On Earth, I couldn't see past these failures, but over
here, my perspective has altered, though not completely.
I have observed you very closely. I saw that you have taken a beginning interest in communism, and
that you have never cared for it. This deeply impressed me, for despite your repugnance, you still
approached my thought with an open mind.
I then realized that there must be something in your character to cause this behaviour. I observed a
constant glow emanating from your soul. It intrigued me. Where did it come from? What does it mean?
I made inquiries, and several beautiful Angels came to me. What they told me threw me into utter
confusion, for it contradicted the core of my belief system, and yet I saw that if I loved the truth, as I
always have, I had to at least consider what they had to say.
I have considered their ideas, but it has been extremely difficult for me. But one thing they told me is
that they and many other spirits have been planning a peaceful revolution on Earth, and they said that I
don't have to believe the way they do to be a part of it.
As you have gathered, I still do not believe in a God. I have experienced much perplexity and soulsearching.
I never experienced on Earth the sort of happiness that is your constant companion now. And I observe
that this happiness comes from within. It must be connected to that glow. You say, it is the cause of
your happiness. This is all a mystery to me. (Divine Love is the internal glow.)
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The Founding Fathers' Reality.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/the-founding-fathersreality-fab-3-june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 3rd, 2008
I am here, Benjamin Franklin.
Yes, we founding fathers did provide for a system that would protect our interests. There, our critics are
correct. But we saw ourselves as enlightened and qualified to govern. It is now clear to all of us that we
failed on the slavery issue. Even those who actively supported it then have since seen the light.
The spirit world can be harsh, and where we failed, we had to give an accounting. It is certainly a good
thing that people in the United States realize that this system was imperfect at birth. But it is also
important to understand that it was simultaneously a great step forward, as evidenced by our attempt to
limit the religious intolerance that we felt crippled the colonies.
To properly understand the founding of the country, it is important to be aware of the specific
circumstances that faced us. It is easy to pass judgment. Every period in history has its own failings.
But I will say that, just as we sought sincerely to extend the benefits of a fairer government, so today,
citizens should continue to strive for more equality. It is true that reactionary forces are currently strong,
but it is equally true that there also now exists a very powerful worldwide movement of liberation which
cannot be ignored, and which, as we spirits know, will be successful, as an expression of God's plan of
freedom and justice.
So it depends on one's point of view whether to call us a reactionary class or champions of freedom. I
think a healthy and accurate assessment would take both tendencies into consideration. We certainly
have had to scrutinize our earthly behaviour, as every spirit has had to do.
You are wondering about the slavery issue. Well, those of us who opposed slavery nevertheless saw
that the only way we could create a government was to compromise with the slaveholding states. We
felt that at least other blessings of government would thus be preserved. And over here, it was our
motives that determined the extent of our sufferings or our happiness. We all now see that slavery was
wrong, and our spirit compensation was based, as I have said, on our motives.
But it is a new day, and the people of the world are waking up to their rights, which cannot be denied.

Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own.
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Power Shifts.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/power-shifts-fab-3june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 3rd, 2008
I am here, Benjamin Franklin.
Yes, we can see many power shifts on the Earth. The loss of moral credibility and disastrous policies of
the United States is certainly hastening the end of its hegemony. But simultaneously, arising from the
people of the world, including the people of the United States, is a growing power of awareness and
cooperation. It is this movement that is occupying our attention and care.
And yes, you are correct that a new international order is in the making, in contrast to the mode of
domination that has characterised human affairs for so long. And this new order will arise by the will of
the people.

The System.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/the-system-fab-4june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 4th, 2008
I am here, Benjamin Franklin.
Let me clarify a point. We spirits have made some strong statements in our channellings regarding the
system in place. We do not deny that there are some who do try to do the right thing. But we were
referring to the adverse effect it has had on many people and the environment. It brings with it many
conflicts and forms of behaviour that do not help humanity.
But it also has great potential for good. For example, the information revolution and high technology
are blessings in such areas as health and medical concerns. We don't condemn that aspect of it. What
we do wish to improve is the availability of these benefits to everyone, which is not possible now
because wealth is unfairly distributed. We also wish to preserve the various cultural traditions, which
currently are being threatened.
We see much cause for optimism and possibilities of transformation. As time goes by and humanity
progresses, the gross inequalities of wealth and power which form the basis of our dislike for the current
setup, will eventually gradually level out. And this will happen through humanity's passionate activism,
with God's and our help.
A system that benefits only the few, at the expense of the many, is unjust, and this is why we have made
these statements.
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The Founding Fathers as a Class.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/the-founding-fathersas-a-class-fab-14-june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 14th, 2008
I am here, Benjamin Franklin.
Let me discuss the idea that a few people organized and administered the American Revolution. Well,
this is a great truth. The times were dangerous and disorganized, and we founding fathers, once the
momentum of war started, didn't just get caught up in the moment – we fought for a principle. We had
come to expect certain freedoms, and they were withdrawn. So it was not just the severe pressure
caused by the English government. This pressure was a catalyst for the development in our minds of a
higher purpose of government.
Our critics have noticed the central role we played. They have also noticed that we protected not just
our rights but our property rights as well. So was the American Revolution simply one class replacing
another? Or was it indeed a great unprecedented experiment in freedom?
The answer to these questions resides in the opinion of everyone who desires to know the answer;
history is, in one sense, a point of view, and historical facts are coloured by the views of each historian.
Yes, we most definitely considered ourselves a class. We felt we were uniquely positioned by destiny to
guide our country.

Judgment of the Founding Fathers.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/judgment-of-thefounding-fathers-fab-24-july-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
July 24th, 2008
I am here, Benjamin Franklin.
You are reading a book about us founding fathers, written by a man who is very critical of what we did.
You channeled me correctly in the past. We did indeed provide for ourselves. We also had in mind a
system that would be an improvement over governments in the past.
You are wondering how I fared in the accounting to God in this particular. Well, I had done many
things, which history records, for the welfare of the people of our new country. And you will remember
that when the Constitution was completed, I did not wholly agree with it, but went along, in the interest
of national unity.
So, in answer to your query, I fared rather well. Other founding fathers fared poorly. As you have
gathered, this includes the slaveholders, who discovered, to their horror, that their own slaves were
subject to exactly the same laws as they were. Some spirits of slaves poured abuse on their former
masters, while others were able to let the whole thing go and move on.
As you continue your reading, always be aware that everyone has a distinct point of view, and that it is
your privilege to come to your own conclusions.
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Politicians in the Spirit World.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/politicians-in-thespirit-world-fab-18-june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 18th, 2008
I am here, William Howard Taft.
Let me talk about my fate over here, and that of politicians in our country in general. We sink or swim
not by popularity, votes, and political alliances, but by what is in our soul. Some of us simply did not
believe in this, so for these souls, the spirit world has been a great shock.
What usually preoccupies a politician, as politician, is not an examination of one's soul, but a calculated
attempt to maintain power and defeat one's opponents. Of course, there are all sorts of shades of
behaviour in these areas. Mixed in with this is a sincere desire to represent the country and one's
constituents.
So it has often been very hard for us over here, since the ground rules are completely different. But this
I will say, that wherever a politician has followed his or her heart and conscience, that politician will
find happiness as a result. And this has occurred many times.
I do understand how charged the political atmosphere is in our country, and my hope is that this message
will help our country to find higher ground.

William Howard Taft (September 15, 1857 – March 8, 1930) was an American politician, the twentyseventh President of the United States, the tenth Chief Justice of the United States, a leader of the
progressive conservative wing of the Republican Party in the early 20th century, a pioneer in
international arbitration and staunch advocate of world peace verging on pacifism, and scion of a leading
political family, the Tafts, of Ohio.
Taft served as the Solicitor General of the United States, a federal judge, Governor-General of the
Philippines, and Secretary of War before being nominated for President in the 1908 Republican National
Convention with the backing of his predecessor and close friend Theodore Roosevelt. (Source:
Wikipedia)

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it
known of the availability of the Feeling Healing process and
Divine Love.” JD
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Politicians in the Spirit World – 2.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/politicians-in-thespirit-world-2-fab-18-june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 18th, 2008
I am here, William Howard Taft.
Let me comment on what I said in my previous channeling: "What usually preoccupies a politician, as
politician, is not an examination of one's soul, but a calculated attempt to maintain power and defeat
one's opponents." Then, I went on to describe a true desire for service.
I was in no way judging or maligning my fellow politicians. I was just describing how it has been in our
country's system. I did not wish to imply that matters of conscience and soul-searching did not occupy
politicians' attention. There have been those who have indeed paid attention to this still small voice of
conscience. But in the difficult reality that is politics, it is as I have described.
The specifically "political" and competitive reality has its effect on the spirits of these politicians, for,
having engaged in this sort of thinking on Earth, it becomes difficult to cope with the realities over here.
And so, for example, rivalries and hatreds continue over here, though it is true that reconciliation has
also occurred.
And throughout our history, there have been those politicians who, though skilled in the political process,
nevertheless are able to assert also their higher self, though this is sometimes difficult in the heat of
battle.
I wasn't being cynical. I was just stating a reality. A politician is a person before being a politician, and
as such, is always making choices that have a reciprocal effect on that person's soul.
I have spoken to many spirits who engaged in politics in our country. They concur with what I have
said. They have told me that the profession placed unusual demands on them, and that it was often
difficult to do what they wanted. They often described these pressures as unfair.
So, I was talking from the point of view of this side of life, where everything is revealed. And I bless all
those who truly served their country in sincere devotion.
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Politicians in the Spirit World – 3.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/politicians-in-thespirit-world-3-fab-18-june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 18th, 2008
I am here, William Howard Taft.
I found myself with some of my political enemies, not because we thought alike, but because our soul
condition was the same. And the more we had indulged in the specifically "political" way of behaving,
the more we found our destinies over here intertwined.

Politicians in the Spirit World – 4.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/politicians-in-thespirit-world-4-fab-18-june-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
June 18th, 2008
I am here, William Howard Taft.
I see my comment regarding politicians has disturbed you, but you allowed my thought to come through
anyway.
You have read that some politicians have asserted their beliefs sincerely, regardless of political
expediency, and this, of course, is true. I was trying to describe, as best I can, from my present
perspective as a spirit, what I observed about my own life and that of my colleagues.
Life in the spirit world has removed cynicism from my thinking about people. You have also read that
compromises were often made because of political realities.
So many have sincerely believed in their cause. This is undeniable. My perceptions are my own, based
on what I have seen.
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A Higher Principle to Government.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/a-higher-principle-togovernment-fab-25-july-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
July 25th, 2008
I am here, James Madison.
I am new to your channelling, but I see you have a good working knowledge of those momentous times.
Yes, and despite what you may read, many of us did indeed have a high way of thinking.
We were mortals, and we had to consider the material. But in addition, we thought differently. But we
were certainly not mystics. We were very much of the Earth, and yet we had a vision, which we tried to
translate in political terms. Yes, vision is the right word, the application of a higher principle to
government.
The way we saw it, we simply had to compromise over the slavery issue. We felt there was no other
way, if the thirteen colonies would form one unified country. It is very easy to criticize with the
perspective of over two hundred years.
At any rate, our work continues in the present.

James Madison, Jr. (March 16, 1751 – June 28, 1836) was an American politician and the fourth
President of the United States (1809–1817), and one of the Founding Fathers of the United States.
Madison was the last founding father to die. Considered to be the "Father of the Constitution", he was
the principal author of the document. In 1788, he wrote over a third of the Federalist Papers, still the
most influential commentary on the Constitution. The first President to have served in the United States
Congress, he was a leader in the first Congresses, he drafted many basic laws and was responsible for
the first ten amendments to the Constitution (said to be based on the Virginia Declaration of Rights), and
thus is also known as the "Father of the Bill of Rights". As a political theorist, Madison's most
distinctive belief was that the new republic needed checks and balances to limit the powers of special
interests, which Madison called factions. He believed very strongly that the new nation should fight
against aristocracy and corruption and was deeply committed to creating mechanisms that would ensure
republicanism in the United States. (Source: Wikipedia)
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Divine Guidance of a Kennedy.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/divine-guidance-of-akennedy-fab-29-aug-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
August 29th, 2008
I am here, Robert Kennedy.
As I look back on my Earth life, I cannot help but feel that some divine motor drove me and arranged
my life the way it did. Yes, I saw very clearly that my destiny was to be unusual. I felt this way quite
early in life. It wasn't just the privileges I enjoyed. It was also a calling.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/divine-guidance-of-akennedy-2-fab-30-aug-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
August 30th, 2008
I am here, Robert Kennedy.
Yes, I did not mean to imply in yesterday's message that I did not suffer over here, for I did. But along
with this suffering for misdeeds, I was sustained by a higher purpose. My brother John's assassination
had a profound impact on my life and energized me to go forward in service.

Robert Francis "Bobby" Kennedy (November 20, 1925 – June 6, 1968), also called RFK, was the United
States Attorney General from 1961 to 1964 and a US Senator from New York from 1965 until his
assassination in 1968. He was one of U.S. President John F. Kennedy's younger brothers, and also one
of his most trusted advisers and worked closely with the president during the Cuban Missile Crisis. He
also made a significant contribution to the African-American Civil Rights Movement.
After the John F. Kennedy assassination in late 1963, Kennedy continued as Attorney General under
President Johnson for nine months. He resigned in September 1964 and was elected to the United States
Senate from New York that November. He broke with Johnson over the Vietnam War, among other
issues. (Source: Wikipedia)
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A Kennedy's Experiences in Spirit.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/a-kennedysexperiences-in-spirit-fab-16-oct-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
October 16th, 2008
I am here, John Kennedy, Jr.
Oh, I'm all right. Yes, I did have my issues, and I certainly did not expect all this. But it's a great life,
and I am working on my spiritual life.
Yes, I did suffer for indirectly causing my wife's and sister-in-law's death. It wasn't premeditated
murder, but it was tough for me, real tough. I hadn't anticipated any of this. I hadn't given any thought
to the afterlife at all, so you could accurately say I was completely unprepared.
But I did recognize the need to progress and learn. I early on came to realize that something different
was required, and I was willing to learn. And because of this attitude, I had as my teacher a wonderful
Angel who knew me better than I knew myself. I couldn't help but follow his lead. And so, gradually, I
progressed.
At first, it was slow going. I had to learn that a life of Earth plane thinking does not fit well with the
reality I encountered over here.
You do receive our thoughts accurately, so don't doubt.

John Fitzgerald Kennedy, Jr. (November 25, 1960 – July 16, 1999), often referred to as John F.
Kennedy, Jr., JFK Jr., John Jr., John Kennedy or John-John, was a pilot, lawyer, journalist, and socialite.
He was the third child and first son of President John F. Kennedy and Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, the
nephew of Edward Kennedy and the deceased Robert Kennedy, and the younger brother of Arabella
Kennedy and Caroline Kennedy and the older brother of the deceased Patrick Bouvier Kennedy. He
was known as "America's Son" for he was one of the few presidential children to actually be raised in
the White House. He died in a plane crash along with his wife and sister-in-law at the age of 38.
(Source: Wikipedia)
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A Kennedy's Experiences in Spirit -2.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2008/a-kennedysexperiences-in-spirit-2-fab-17-oct-2008/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
October 17th, 2008
I am here, John Kennedy Jr.
I'd like to add to my previous channeling. There is more I wish to say. You are correct; I did, of course,
suffer because I caused my own death as well. I phrased it the way I did in the previous message
because it was bad enough that I died, but my own wife and her sister died as well.
My sufferings were unbearable because I had been warned by many, including my own mother, who
expressed herself quite clearly, about the dangers I incurred because of my incompetence as a pilot.
Why couldn't I have listened to the warnings? But I was headstrong, and it's too late to do anything
about it.
So when I first came over here, I was a wreck. There seemed no hope at all. You can scarcely imagine
how unbearable it all was. And even now, I can scarce forgive myself.
But my grandmother Rose, who had seen it coming, came to me to comfort me. She told me about
God's Love. I didn't see what good that, or anything, could do, since I was dead, and also my wife and
sister-in-law, because of my own folly. But she confirmed what the Angel said.
My mother did teach me moral principles as a child, so I did have a sense of goodness. I could not at
first see how anything at all could help me, but as my grandmother talked to me, I saw that there was
hope. She talked about forgiving myself, and about how God Loved me.
At first, all I could think about was my guilt and the consequences of my folly. But she insisted, and
told the story of many spirits she had known who had arisen out of their darkness. She also talked about
herself and various struggles she had overcome, with the help of God's Love. She told me that there was
goodness in me.
The truth is that I am not yet out of the woods, but I have tried to put a brave face on it. I had been one
to try to make the best of things, and that followed me here.
My Angel guide knew so much more than my grandmother. They both advised me. They worked as a
team. My grandmother was nowhere near as developed as the Angel, but it was easier at first to listen to
her. But the Angel came and amplified what she said in a way I could understand.
Yes, I did say, "it's a great life," since that's the way I saw it as a mortal. So there was the darkness
caused by my folly, and my positive spin on life. Both were strong.
The good news is that I now have the hope of happiness, though I still get stuck by circumstances that
cannot possibly be reversed. But I am no longer totally hopeless.
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A President's Comforting Thought.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2013/a-presidentscomforting-thought-fab-25-mar-2013/
Berkeley, California Received by F.A.B.
March 25th, 2013
I am here, John Kennedy.
Almighty God will redeem me. I certainly was not a saint, and there was much I had to account for.
But I was sincere in my desire to bring good change to my country, and in the fullness of time, soon, the
response from the Creator will surely come.

John Fitzgerald "Jack" Kennedy (May 29, 1917 – November 22, 1963), often referred to by his
initials JFK, was the 35th President of the United States, serving from 1961 until his death in 1963.
After military service as commander of the Motor Torpedo Boats PT-109 and PT-59 during World War
II in the South Pacific, Kennedy represented Massachusetts' 11th congressional district in the U.S.
House of Representatives from 1947 to 1953 as a Democrat. Thereafter, he served in the U.S. Senate
from 1953 until 1960. Kennedy defeated Vice President and Republican candidate Richard Nixon in the
1960 U.S. presidential election. At 43 years of age, he is the youngest to have been elected to the office,
the second-youngest President (after Theodore Roosevelt), and the first person born in the 20th century
to serve as president. A Catholic, Kennedy is the only non-Protestant president, and is the only
president to have won a Pulitzer Prize. Events during his presidency included the Bay of Pigs Invasion,
the Cuban Missile Crisis, the building of the Berlin Wall, the Space Race, the African-American Civil
Rights Movement, and early stages of the Vietnam War.
Kennedy was assassinated on November 22, 1963 in Dallas, Texas. Lee Harvey Oswald was charged
with the crime, but he was shot and killed by Jack Ruby two days later, before a trial could take place.
The FBI and the Warren Commission officially concluded that Oswald was the lone assassin. However,
the United States House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) concluded that those
investigations were flawed and that Kennedy was probably assassinated as the result of a conspiracy.
ABC News, The Kennedy Assassination; Beyond Conspiracy, hosted by Peter Jennings, confirmed the
findings of the Warren Commission, having concluded Oswald acted alone. Kennedy ranks highly in
public opinion ratings of U.S. presidents. (Source: Wikipedia)

“Mother and Father, open my soul to this Gift, Your Love. Open my soul and may Your Holy
Spirit touch my soul and pour within it your essence, your Love that I may be transformed,
that I might be your true child, embraced and carried, lit along my life’s path in the glory of
your Light and care and protection.”
Jesus 11 May 2016
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Saturday, 28 October 2017: James: Last night I was reading some news articles about the latest batch
of secret documents about JFK’s assassination, not that I’m interest in it, but wanting to see more of the
madness that America is consumed by, when the now familiar pressing on my mind of a spirit wanting
to speak with me, it being the President himself.
It was late and so I told him I would speak however it would have to wait until tomorrow, so now I will
see what’s going on. The spirits don’t usually press upon my mind, however over the past year working
with John and Nanna Beth they have wanted me to speak with various spirits whom otherwise I’d not
speak with, with John F. Kennedy being next one.
So Nanna Beth, what’s up?
Nanna Beth: Yes James, we have asked, and so organised, for John to speak with you. It will be good
for you both to meet and talk about whatever comes to mind. That is provided you don’t mind our
setting up such spirits to talk with you.
James: No, I don’t mind, and I will say so if I do. And as I am happy to allow you and John determine
my life at the moment, so why not. Personally I have no interest in John as a President of the United
States, however as a man and spirit I am curious as to his whereabouts in spirit and his current level of
truth. So please John, go ahead, sorry for putting you on hold for such a long time.
John (JFK): Not at all James, and it’s a pleasure to speak with you like this. I had not been expecting it,
however I was approached by Nanna Beth – as I understand she likes to be called, and so here I am. She
said you might want to ask me about myself and something to do with my time as President and what
happened at my death.
James: Yes, with my main interest about your death being all the madness, lies, confusion that’s existed
over the years, and reading last night, still exists. I can’t believe first of all that people seriously thought
that finally the truth would be told, when as far as I can see about American and most controlling
political groups, you never get the truth. They are not about the truth, only about getting their agenda
fulfilled. But please John, feel free to speak about whatever you’d like to say, I’m sure Nanna Beth had
something more to say about that.
John: Yes she did, and so I’ve been thinking about it. I reached out to you yesterday evening your time
initiating the contact, and really I’m surprised that you’ve taken me up on my offer to speak with you. I
understand what you are doing and where you are coming from, and I’m actually deeply involved in it,
although not directly with you and Nanna Beth’s soulgroup, although I am well aware of her group and
its closeness with you – we all are over there in the lower Celestial spheres, which is where I am now
resident.
First a little about my life after my death. I arrived in spirit in a state of shock, that was it, my life as the
President with all its importance was over. I had no idea it was going to end that way. I had been
warned that my life was potentially in danger, yet nothing specific, and as that is just part of being such
an important political figure, it comes with the job, it being understood that not everyone likes you and
many people would love to see the end of you. However, neither Jackie or I were prepared for it, so as I
said, I arrived in spirit in a state of shock and needed time to recuperate in one of the receiving spirit
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hospitals for newly arriving spirits that come into spirit in such shocking circumstances, consequently
suffering from the shock of their change of life.
It took me about a month your time before I came to my senses enough to understand and accept that my
old life was no more, and a new one, one that I no idea about and was not expecting or thinking about in
the least, had begun. And by the time I’d caught up with myself, so much had happened back on Earth
concerning my sudden demise that I was counselled against getting involved with it. I knew, as I was
also told, the truth would never come to light on Earth through natural procedures as to what happened
to me, that truth I was told by my attending spirit helpers, spirits who were helping me adjust to my new
spirit life, and so I decided to let it go, focusing on my new life.
Whilst all this was happening, I was being visited by numerous family and friends who were all
impressing the same message upon me, that there were ways to influence life back on Earth should I
want to do that, or I could just let it all go and start my new life. But what about my wife and her pain?
I loved Jackie deeply, and that was the worst part, suddenly being wrenched apart like that, and I knew
she was in a bad way coming to terms with it and I visited with her many times trying to console her and
let her know that I was still alive, and that in fact there was nothing wrong with me, that I was even
feeling better and happier by the day, understanding that the burden of being President and having to be
so responsible was no longer my concern, and that really I was a no one, just like every other spirit, such
new thoughts and feelings making me feel good – free.
I was never conceited in power. Sure I loved it and all it brought with it, however it wasn’t what really
made me feel good. I loved America, I loved the world, I loved humanity, and I sincerely thought I
could make a difference, and a positive one, to help people feel better in their lives. However, having
attained the ‘top spot’, it was not as I was hoping or somewhat naively expecting it to be.
I knew from my political career and my family that there were levels of power that were ‘above’ the
President, however I believed that once I was there, I’d be able to sort all that out and see what was
really going on and be able to change things for the better.
It was far more complicated than how I’m telling you my story James, this you understand, and I’m
trying to make it as brief as possible, however what I am conveying to you is more the essence of how I
was and how it was for me.
So as you understand, I started to push my weight around, started to ask inappropriate questions of
certain people who felt that I was not going to be as easily controlled as they thought I’d be. Being the
President, you can either comply with the real powers controlling behind the scenes, or you can try and
go against them – and you can see where that got me.
So it was organised, as I was told by my attending spirits, that through a secret branch of the CIA
(Central Intelligence Agency) my life would end, with it being blamed on a ‘patsy’, the story which you
were reading about. Lee Harvey Oswald was innocent, he was set up, given a story about one thing and
then next thing he knew he was accused of killing me, and then before he knew what was happening, as
of course he was told he’d be protected and looked after if he went along with it – they’d set it up to
‘disappear’ him, which they did, but a bit more than what he was expecting, with Lee finding himself
over here in spirit with me. We met, and he apologised to me saying that it wasn’t him, telling me all
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about his side of it, as we both recovered from the shocking way we’d been treated and how our lives
had ended.
So I got on with my new spirit life, and quickly through family, came to understand about the division in
the Mansion Worlds concerning those spirits wanting to carry on living with their rebellious minds in
control of themselves, or doing your Healing by looking to your feelings for their truth and embracing
the Divine Love, as you are revealing James. And I followed my relatives, some of who were Celestials,
and started my Healing. And so here I am, resident in the third Celestial sphere, myself now a Celestial
spirit having healed myself of my rebellious ways.
Through my Healing years, and it took me about fifteen years to complete it, I took little interest in what
was happening on Earth, but became far more interested in what was happening over here in spirit,
which is infinitely more exciting than the meddling of secret agencies and all their secret workings with
the hidden controllers who run Earth.
And now through what we’re doing in relation to all you and Marion are doing, so I’m actually having
far more impact on these hidden controllers than I would have been able to do by being the
President. Now, as you understand, we Celestials are in the process of taking over power from the mind
spirits, so the hidden controllers days are numbered, with the breaking down of their controlling ways
starting to happen. We Celestials are involved now in all aspects of humanity on Earth, having recently
been given almost a free hand in how to influence things so as to bring about the necessary changes that
will eventually result in humanity being freed from its imprisonment, free from the controllers, both on
the mind world levels in spirit and their counterparts on Earth, which will allow everyone to freely
choose to do their Healing. Things are to change, so as the truth about the Healing becomes known,
then systems will be put in place to allow people to get on and heal themselves, with nothing of the sort
currently being made available, and with all what you are having to do James, coping with the
government requirements and obligations you have to fulfil so as to survive, needing the governments
help because you have been rendered incapable of normal work due to your parental influences, being
done away with, allowing people to concentrate on Healing themselves.
Oh how much we all learn through our Healing, about ourselves and how wrong we have it all on
Earth. However it is as it’s meant to be, yet thankfully that is now all starting to change. It’s a huge
wheel that has been mired in mud for aeons, but now it is perceptibly beginning to move. And with the
continued ‘weight’ of us Celestials behind it, that movement will only gather pace. For as you
understand, the Rebellion and Default are over, so humanity can only work to heal itself now.
So that is my story, I have met my soulmate and we are fully in love with each other, my life on Earth
long gone and now just a lot of memories, which mostly revolve about my early life and how I was
unlovingly parented. So I have nothing to do directly with Earth as in trying to get my way, keeping on
trying to be the ‘loving’ President that I was; no, nothing like that, and most of the spirits I meet don’t
even know I was a President, and when they find out, don’t care. Many of the American spirits who
were for me and supported me, tell me that, and I appreciate their fond feelings for me along those lines,
but they go no further for each of us, because they no longer mean anything for us over here. Our lives
are all so vastly different, in my soulgroup, for example, we have a soulpair who were ignorant natives
from the Amazon, who knew nothing about the greater world, having no conception of America, let
alone her President. They knew their chief, he was their president, and that was enough for them. And
yet these uneducated and uncultured (compared to my revolting standards that I grew up in) people, took
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to their Healing like so many spirits, and are now every bit my equal, as I am every bit their equal, for
we are in the same soulgroup in the third Celestial sphere.
So James, that is something about my story, and I would welcome and enjoy any questions you might
have.
James: I am intrigued by these hidden controllers, so if you wouldn’t mind, could you tell me more
about them in the context of your life and their depriving you of it?
John: Each of the main agencies that were developed by the hidden controllers to ensure things worked
well, which means, in according with their wishes, were set up with various levels of secrecy within
them, with only very few people actually knowing all that goes on. And mostly these controllers are all
from various families who’ve been very successful in business, because of their control, and so know
each other, it all being a very small club, with strict rules of conduct should outsiders be invited in.
You can imagine James, you set up an organisation to do a certain thing. Then that organisation very
quickly needs to have within it a smaller more secretive organisation that ensures the main organisation
works properly. And then you need a smaller still and more secretive group of fewer people controlling
that organisation, and so it goes until there are one, two or three people calling the shots but doing so in
ways that no one really knows they are in control. So coming into such an organisation, unless you are
inducted into it from the beginning and become part of it all, you will never know what’s really going on
and who really calls the shots. And then they all indulge in certain perversions, and they keep records of
such illicit activities on each other, all as protection against you having a change of heart and spilling the
beans. But few of the real controllers do ever leave or break the rules, because it’s their life, it’s what
they love, and would never want to do anything else. They need all that power and couldn’t get it from
anywhere else.
So I was a loose cannon, I had certain powers as President, and I said I was going to use them, and so I
started to make certain people feel nervous, and so as a demonstration of their all-powerful ways, I was
made an example of, I was easily removed from the face of the Earth, and in such fashion being on
display for the whole world, and with such glaring incompetence as setting up Lee and saying he used a
weapon that couldn’t have done what it was said to have done, thereby showing the world there were
multiple assassins, and yet being able to tell the whole world how the controllers wanted it to be, and no
one had any power to call them on it. It all being blatant lies which so many people can see yet no one
can do anything about it.
James: Ok, so these hidden controllers have all-power, and don’t even have to cover their tracks very
well as we’ve seen lately in Las Vegas with that mass shooting, so how then is someone like Trump
supposed to do anything more than you did?
John: Trump is part of another secret society who are in competition with those who got rid of me. It
basically consists of the Clinton Bush crime families and Trump’s people, just as you read James. And
because the more dominate ones are losing some of their power because of what we Celestials are doing
by closing down the mind spirit interference, so Trump’s side is finding cracks they can exploit, which
is all part of the breaking down and exposing the illegal goings on. I won’t go into it more for you
James, it concerned every major country and their power elite, some supporting each other, others
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against, yet with everything now becoming more fluid, changing every day, with many of the elites
beginning to feel threatened as their god-given power right starts to feel less assured.
Part of what you are going through James is giving up wanting to know about such things anymore than
what you already do, and anymore than what you can pick up reading your small news
reports. However, really I have come to add my support, for what it’s worth, to what you’ve already
been told, that we Celestial spirits are steadily increasing our control, which is going to force an eventual
turn around in the world. The mind spirits would never help humanity heal itself because they don’t
understand what true healing is, so they blindly carry on the Rebellion and Default. But we Celestials,
because we’ve healed ourselves, do understand, yet also understand that it has to be a gradual process of
humanity slowly waking up to the truth of its wrongness. And for that to happen, certain information
needs to be made public so the average person can see that all they’ve been told really is lies. Certain
people think and even know within themselves that it is, yet still proof needs to be seen, and so that is
what is going to happen.
Trump and his group is no better or worse than the other controlling groups of the world, yet he is now
in the ascendant position so he is making things increasingly difficult for his opposition. And we don’t
care which ones we support as such, all so long as how we want it to be come about. And I can state
that now, because as you understand, Earth has been giving to us Celestials for us to bring back into
alignment with the true evolution of humanity’s soul, so we spirits from Earth who’ve done our Healing
can now get stuck into helping people on Earth, and those mind spirits when they are ready to consider a
new way, as will it all help those in future who are to incarnate on the world.
And our Celestial way of doing this is very different from what the world and its controllers are used to
doing, so it might not seem like anything much is happening, yet it is, with those in control believing
they are making the changes and getting what they want, when really they are doing our bidding.
And to those people who might say that controlling humanity is not what Celestials would do, then wait
until you are Celestial yourself and see what work you are asked to do and how much you want to do it,
all so as to end once and for all the appalling effects of the dreaded Rebellion and Default.
We are not dreamy spirits floating around in our beautiful cities in the heavens sitting with God, we’re
fully active in helping save humanity from itself. And this as you understand James, is only a very
recent development, so we’re all feeling our way along in it, seeing just how far we can go and what we
can do, and there will be a lot of work to be done for the next one thousand years by all who do their
Healing and want to be involved with this work. And as you also understand, not all Celestials do, many
preferring to move on in their ascent through Nebadon, and that is for them, whereas this now is for us.
I will go now James. Should you want to speak with me again I’m more than willing to talk. Things
will settle in your mind – you know how it is; and if we don’t speak again, then you can know that I am
one of the growing army of Healed Celestial spirits that are a finally able to have an active role in the
future of humanity. And humanity has a very long way to go, it is so far removed from the truth of
itself, so there is a lot that needs to be done, and a lot of heavy changes needing to take place.
Thank you for receiving me James – John F. Kennedy, once a President of the United States of America,
now a Celestial spirit.
James: Thank you John.
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An American President needs help.
http://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2007/an-americanpresident-needs-help-fab-1-jan-2007/
Santa Cruz, California Received by F.A.B.
January 1st, 2007
I am here, Ronald Reagan.
You are wondering what has been my fate.
Well, the first thing that happened was a blessed relief from the darkness and confusion my mind had
endured. I witnessed the country's outpouring of grief and mourning.
I first saw my parents, who gave me a big hug, and told me I had nothing to fear, that I was in the spirit
world now, and all my Earth troubles would be gone forever. Naturally, I felt very happy about this.
After this initial joyful meeting, I made inquiries into this new world I had entered. And along with
these inquiries, my mind, which retained the details of my Earth life with crystal clarity, began to reflect
on the life I had lived; not the life of pomp and national adulation, but the true life of my own inner life
and my actions and words. There was no political agenda to satisfy, no public opinion poll to monitor –
only my own thoughts reflecting on my life of privilege and triumph.
And then I saw the starkness of what I had done. I used my patriotism to support the military expansion
of my country. Of course, on Earth, this was my professed goal, and I was very proud of it. But over
here, it took a different interpretation. I saw the consequences of what I had done. And then, I suffered.
My sufferings since that moment of insight have been great, for I saw projected into the mortal future
the evil consequences of my misdirected will. You have in the back of your mind the thought that you
are channelling your own thoughts but it is not true. You accurately perceive that rampant militarism in
no way can be compatible with spiritual truth. I realize this, to my great horror and remorse.
For your consolation, let me tell you, as you are ready to resume the work week, that many powerful
Angelic spirits have been working on your behalf, and you will find relief very soon.

Ronald Wilson Reagan GCB (February 6, 1911 – June 5, 2004) was the 40th President of the United
States (1981–1989) and the 33rd Governor of California (1967–1975). At age 69, he was the oldest man
ever to be elected President. Before entering politics, Reagan was a successful Hollywood and
television actor, head of the Screen Actors Guild, and a spokesman for General Electric. He was a
prominent New Dealer in the 1940s but by 1960 Reagan became a staunch conservative and advocate of
free markets. He strongly opposed communism and socialism, and as president he pursued policies for
fewer regulations, lower taxes, reduced global protectionism and welfare reform. (Source: Wikipedia)

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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Revelation 1: Our soul becomes encrusted
with harmful ways of life, plus negative and
erroneous beliefs, these mainly stem from our
childhood upbringing and environment. Thus
we live untrue to ourselves, we become ‘evil’.
Whilst we hold to these injuries we limit the
amount of Love that we can receive into our
soul. To open our soul to the Love we must
firstly and progressively feel into our
emotional injuries and allow them to be
released. Until we emotionally experience
past errors and injuries we hold onto them.
To free our soul of damage and toxic emotions
we must open ourselves to experiencing them.
This is a progressive, slow and uncomfortable
cleansing process that we must all experience.
Only by addressing the generational injuries
will we, as humanity, evolve in love.
To fully divest one’s self of our badness, we have to ‘go into’ our feelings. Call this process of
clearing toxic emotions as ‘Letting Go’, ‘Emotional Processing’, ‘Journey Process’ or ‘Feeling
Healing’. Embracing Divine Love then Feeling Healing becomes Soul Healing.
As part of our Feeling-Healing we will have to work our way into all our feelings to see if indeed
they are coming truly from our heart and soul, or if they are being heavily influenced by our
mind. And this will then lead us into questioning and uncovering the truth, if there is any, to
our beliefs and why we behave the way we do; and is such behaviour based on truth, or is it
based once again on untruth, belief, and rules of our mind.
Revelation 2: We can long for, ask for and receive the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love. The greater our soul
is free of error and injury, the more of the Divine Love
can be received and assimilated into our natural love
formed soul. The Love does not free us of injury,
however, it strengthens our resolve to continue on our
journey to be free of error and injury, to step away from
evil aspects that have been encapsulated within our
humanness and soul. It is this Love, the Divine Love,
that brings about immortality of our soul and it is this
Love that will eventually fit us to enter the Celestial
Heavens and progress for ever more onwards to
Paradise. These two revelations free us from error and
enable us to grow in love ever more.

Immortality with the Love.
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REVELATION
James Padgett

1914 – 1923

REVELATION
Marion and James
Moncrief
2002
– ongoing

James Padgett bravely introduced the availability of the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love and a great deal of
additional guidance and information, all of which has been
supplemented by Samuels, Judas, Reid and Arnold. All
writers were under restrictions of personality and
circumstances. Revelation 1 opened the door for humanity.

Marion and James Moncrief have recognised the need for one
to engage in Feeling Healing and, by their actions, removed
restrictions that James Padgett and others above endured,
thus JM is able to critique the writings of the past 100 years
resolving points of confusion as well as expand on what has
been written. Revelation 2 is humanity’s turning point.

Due to the extra-ordinary nature of Revelations 1 and 2, humanity with the first Revelation would
have continued on into its negative pathway of living, however, combining the first Revelation with
Revelation two, now humanity can embrace this turning point and commence its evolutionary
growth that has required two thousand years to put in place. This is the greatest event in the
history of humanity and very few are aware of such, until we enable others to become aware.
Negative Spirit Influence
blocked
22 March 2017
Law of Compensation
quickening
22 May 2017
Rebellion and Default
officially ended
31 January 2018
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Primary recommended reading: consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935
xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Golden Leaf
2008
– Zara & Nicholas
The Richard Messages
2012 – 2013
– James Reid
The Divine Universe
2012 – 2013
– Zara & Nicholas
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact
2014 – 2015
– Joseph Babinsky
Traveller, An Immortal Journey
2014 – 2015
– Zara & Nicholas
Destiny, Eternal Messages of Divine Love 2015 – 2016
– Zara & Nicholas
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
The Way of Divine Love
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love – The Greatest Truth in the World
– Joseph Babinsky
The Human Soul
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love Flowing
– Joseph Babinsky
The Truth
– Werner Voets
Through the Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven
– Robert James Lees
Life in the World Unseen
– Anthony Borgia
Gone West
– J M S Ward
Post Mortem Journal
– Jane Sherwood
After Death / Letters from Julia
– William T Stead
Thirty Years Among the Dead
– Carl A Wickland
A Wanderer in the Spirit Land
– Franchezzo
Life Beyond the Veil Vol I thru to V – Rev George Vale Owen – Geoff Cutler
The Holy Bible from the Ancient Eastern Text
– Dr George M Lamsa
Available generally from:
www.lulu.com
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at:
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
All Padgett Messages (for condensed versions – see below)
1914 – 1923 Pages 945
The Urantia Book
(see suggested papers to read below)
James Moncrief Books:
MoC
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1
1,485 Feb – Apr 2003
189
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2
1,485 Apr – Oct 2003
170
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1
Aug 2007
164
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915
1,495
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2
Sep 2010
177
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915
1,494
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1
1,490 Jan – Apr 2013
206
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2
1,489 Apr – May 2013
229
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3
1,490 Oct – Jan 2014
187
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4
1,491 Jan – May 2014
191
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV
1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014 84
This group being pages of 1,825
Paul – City of Light
1,488.5
2005 149
Ann and Terry
2013 235
Feeling bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD!
feeling-healing book 1
2006 179
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
feeling-healing book 2
2006 159
Breaking the Golden Rule.
feeling-healing book 3
2006 168
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.
2009 175
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.
2010 151
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality
2006 139
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying
2009 173
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing
2010 179
With Verna – a nature spirit
2008 279
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend
2010
37
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website
362
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
2017 260
Divine Love Spirituality
1,500
2017 201
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings
2017 153
Religion of Feelings
1,500
2017
47
This group being pages of 3,046
Religion of Feelings
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality
http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
Main website of DLS
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
Childhood Repression website
http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
DLS and CR forum
http://dlscr.freeforums.net/
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE:
James Moncrief Publications:
all publications are free downloads:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by
James Padgett one hundred years previously. These four books provide a wide range of guidance that
has never previously been made available.
Paul – City of Light
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been
criticised as being too heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back
then.
Ann and Terry
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their
Healing.
Feeling Bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example.
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings,
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your
Feeling Healing.
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being,
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth.
Religion of Feelings
Feeling Healing

Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings
you can heal yourself through your feelings

So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence
of it all and are examples of James’ work. Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy. Other reading to
consider may include:
The Padgett Messages being published as:
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
The Urantia Book

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life. They
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues.
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads www.pascashealth.com
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf
downloadable index to all Pascas Papers.
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love;
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love.
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES: All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link..
Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way
Pascas Care Letters Little Children
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult

PA S
SCA
PER
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating:

As we progressively become
aware the availability of Divine
Love and embrace our Soul
Healing, more and more
profoundly developed teachings
will be introduced to us by our
Celestial Spirit friends.
Divine Truth teachings will
continue to expand in detail and
complexity as we become ready
and willing to receive same
through doing our Feeling
Healing. This journey was
commenced for us by James
Padgett and James Moncrief.
101 Years: FEELING HEALING
and the DIVINE LOVE:
2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett
2005
Paul – City of Light
2003
Messages Mary & Jesus
2002
The Rejected Ones
Various auxiliary writings including
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages

Are we ready and willing
to embrace what is
waiting for us to enjoy?

We are a young experiential
inhabited planet. As we grow in
Love and embrace our Feeling
Healing, then we become into a
condition by which we can ask for
and receive guidance in how to
achieve developments for the
benefit of all of humanity.
As we apply these gifts freely for
the welfare of all, then we will be
provided assistance to advance
our capabilities. Energy enables
communications which in turn
enables universal education.
With education everything is
possible.

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book
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On the WINGS of a BUTTERFLY: No 12, Traveller, an immortal journey, via Zara and Nicholas
Once upon a time there was a butterfly sitting with closed wings in a person’s heart. This
butterfly had been sitting with wings closed for a long time. The person couldn’t figure out
why they always felt a little sad. One day, this person asked another person why they feel sad.
The response happened quickly and the person didn’t like the response. It was said that
perhaps your soul is sad. Several days passed and soon that person found themselves sitting by
the sea. The sea has great longing to it. As the sun shone on a late spring day, the person
thought about their soul and that perhaps, the person’s remark was true, and that this person
was a messenger of some sort. Suddenly a breeze swept through the beach and the person
heard a distinct voice speak directly to him! The voice said, “Let your soul breathe in Divine
Love.” That was all the voice said.
The person didn’t know
what the Divine Love was
or where it was, but now
the sadness had greater
longing so the person
decided to breathe in the
Divine Love and just like
that – the closed wings of
the butterfly opened and
the person’s sadness
started to dissolve.
Happiness will be mine the
person thought upon
feeling the Love and this
will take time for me to
learn how to live such
happiness.
Never again, in the heart
of that person, did the
butterfly close its wings.
Traveller
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